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Games tapes | 
at £1.99 each | 
Pocket money games tapes, at | 
£1.99 each, have been launched 

ideo shops, petrol 
stations, hi-fi stores, super- 
markets and newsagents, 

But one big distributor, who 
supplies software to computer 
shops, said: ‘In this market, as 
jin any other, you get what you | py ee 

Mastertronic, formed by men 
with a background in video film 
distribution, has brought out 14 
titles — ‘eight for the 
Commodore 64, four for the 
Spectrum and two for the VIC- 
20. Another seven will appear 
by the end of the month and 
then at the rate of one to three a 
week. A few will be priced at 
£2.99, 

‘One of the directors, Alan 
Continued on page 5 

Software sales have dropped 
sharply in the last three months 
— and by more than the 
seasonal dip, says a market 
research company. 
And asa result some software 

houses are going to go out of 
business, the company predicts, 

Researchers for Gowling 
Marketing Services questioned 
120 software houses, from one- 
man operations to those which 
are part of large organisations, 

Paul Stoddart, of Gowling, 
‘Our initial impression is 

Continued on page $ 
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MAXIMA is certain to become a best seller for the Memotech. It is a graphic- 
ally superb game that has you zapping 16 different varieties of 

aliens, each with its own formation and attacking patterns. 

The game opens with your ship 
executing an impressive jump through 
hyper-space to where the action is. First 
up are the green snappers - easy targets 

against the starry backdrop. Next comes 
the blue meanies, a swirling bunch of 
wriggling invaders. To follow, a crescent 
of rather beautiful revolving hexagonal 
barrels who arc around the screen 
raining bombs on you. Its a shame to pot 
these lovely creatures. On you go toa 
further 13 screens of magnificent 
graphics. 

Devestatingly simple in concept it 
nevertheless has that indefinable ability 
to compel you to have just one more 
attempt to try and see what the 16 
screens hold in store. 

A must for all Memotech owners. 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS R.R.P. £6.95 
SOON TO BE 
RELEASED. 

P.S.S.452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 SDG. 
TEL: COVENTRY (0203) 667556 
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To advert 
your latest product 

Ring Coleen or Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOW! 

¢ up the challenge from The 
ork in our game for the 
Commodore 64 

Quality tested programs for all 
these computers are in this 
week’s issue of 
Computing Weekly. 

Home 
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A NEW, IMPROVED 
ZX81 KEYBOARD AT THE SAME 

OLD PRICE. £9.95. 

There's only one thing wrong with the 
ZX81 Its keyboard. 

Or rather its lack of one. 
Since it’s flat your fingers don't feel as if 

there's any response to the pressure put on 
the keys. 

2X81 KEYS FILESIXTY KEYS 

In other words, you're not quite sure 
which keys you've pressed until the screen 
actually tells you. 

Our new, improved push button keyboard 
changes all that. 

lt matches the ZX81 perfectly. And the 
keys give a real calculator-type feel. 

Toset it up all you have to dois peel off the 
adhesive backing and stick it on top of the 
ZX81 touchpad. 

Because no tampering or soldering is 
involved the guarantee is not affected. And it 
will last for up to 3’ million operations. 

But our keyboard doesn't just come 
loaded with features. With it comes a separate 
overlay and a set of coloured stick-on labels to 
make game playing easier. 

Its yours for the original price of £9.95. 
Whichever way you look at it, we think 

you'll agree that its a keyboard that's quite 
outstanding. 

Orders to Filesixty Ltd,, FREEPOST, London W9 2BR. 
Cheques/PO made payable to Filesixty Ltd. 
Please send me___ (qty) Keyboards at £9.95 each 
(including VAT and P&P). 
Total £ 

Name 

Address 

Filesixty Ltd., 25 Chippenham Mews, London W9 2AN, England. Tel: 01:289 3059. Telex: 268 048 EXTLDN G 4087. 



£1.99 tapes 
From front page 

aram, said: ‘1 have been 
involved in selecting the games 
and we are quite happy to stand 
them against other people’s 
products. 
“They are written by 

established software houses and 
are very good games. I’ve tested 
them on my children and they 
could not believe the prices. 

“Their rea mn was: ‘Great, 
we can buy more games now.’ 
“Our slogan is ‘quality games 

at a price everyone can afford’. 
Software is now a pocket 
money acquisition. At £1.99 
they can buy one a week, just 
like records. 1 thing people will 
collect them in the same way. 

Mastertronic’s chairman, 
Frank Herman, said: “We are 
strong in video shops because of 
our background, but_ the 
potential is enormous. There 
are 80-90,000 suitable outlets in 
the UK not at present selling 
computer software, Among 
them are 6,000 video libraries. 
“We are a marketing 

company. We don’t pretend to 
be anything else. 

Sales ‘dive’ 
From front page 

that there has been a drama 
fal ff Christmas 
Obviously several factors come 
into it, but this is more than a 
seasonal feature. 

“One of the reasons could 
be piracy. And one of 
the consequences of demand 
dropping is that there are going 
to be severe cash problems and 
some are going to go out of 
business. 

“They are going to have to 
come up with better products. 
They must find out what the 
customer wants, They can’t 0 
‘on churning out arcade games. 
There is such a glut on the 
market. 

“They have looked at the 
sales figures and projected them 
through the year instead 
of using sound marketing 
strategy.” 

But Jennifer Trus, of soft- 
ware distributors Websters, 
said: ‘I don’t share that view. 
We ‘experienced a drop after 
Christmas, which is quite 
normal, but March was very 
‘good indeed. I think people just 
take stock in February and 
draw in their belts.”” 

Gowling’s report, The Home 
Computer Software Industry, is 
due to be completed next week 
and will cost £90. 
Gowling Marketing Services, 
Britannia Buildings, Fenwich 
‘St, Liverpool L2 7NA 

Another director, Terry 
Medway, said: “We have priced 
our products with a fair mark 
up. Everyone else is either 
paying too much or being 
greedy.” 

Mr Herman said four of the 
first 21 games had already been 
published, but the rest were new 
releases. This would be made 
clear. 

Duck Shoot and Vegas Jack- 
pot are both from Mr Chip, of 
Llandudno, which still sells 
them at the original £5.50. 

Doug Braisby, owner of Mr 
Chip, said: ‘I would have 
preferred to continue with them 
myself, but the market has been 
ignoring me. It was a case of 
knowing which way the market 
was going. 

“The trade has ignored us; 1 
don’t know why, We have been 
hammering on the door to be let 
in, It gets to the stage where you 
get fed up with hammering on 
the door. 

“Mastertronic have come up 
with a new idea in marketing 
and we could not afford to be 
left out. They saw the products 
and jumped at them. They saw 
the potential which has been 
there all along.”” 

He added: “Part of the 
arrangement was that our name 
‘was not supposed to be brought 
into this. They had no right to 
tell you.”” 
Two other games, Gnasher 

and Spectipede, both for the 
Spectrum, are also still on sale 
from Gloucester-based R & R. 
Managing director Bob 

Brenchley said: **They are both 
good games which have been 
out for a long period. They are 
both versions of what can be 
bought in umpteen different 
versions. 

“Mastertronic are doing for 
the software market what 
Ronco did for the record 
industry. They are putting new 

them at a ridiculously 
T think the prices are 

“first. 1 roe 
down. Then they 
facts ‘and figures about their 
way of marketing. I told them I 

turned them 
gave me some 

‘was willing to experiment.” 
Mr Brenchley said that, if 

successful, Mastertronic could 
open new markets, help make 
piracy pointless a still allow new 
titles to be sold at the usual 
Prices. 

Neil Johnson, joint managing 
director of distributors Micro- 
dealer UK, said: “I don’t think 
they will do it successfully — I 
don’t think the market is 
sufficiently large to sell enough. 

“In this market, as in any 
other, you only get what you 
pay ‘for. Old and medium 
quality products will sell for less 
than top quality games. They 

are trying to supply and support 
areas not reached by the current 
set up. It’s a different need and 
a different product.” 

Imagine’s Bruce Everiss said: 
“1 would have thought that if 
the games were good enough to 
sell for more then they would 
sell them for more. There is 
room in the market place for a 
wide range of prices. They have 
approached us but we have not 
sold them anything.”” 

Jeff Minter, of Llamsoft, 
said: ‘It’s crazy. They must be 

ying the dog ends. I can't 
imagine people buying these 
£1.99 cheapos instead of my 
stuff. You can’t sell anything at 
£1.99 which has taken three 
months of development.” 

Software sold in Harrods, the 
Naafi, 275 Boots stores ‘and 
other’ retailers comes from 
Websters, whose sales and 
marketing director is Jennifer 
Trus. 

She said: “Without seeing 
the product I can’t comment, 
but it’s very surprising. I would 
not have thought it would do 
anything. They have been in 
touch with us and they are 
sending us their products. 

© Imagine has confirmed that 
it has cancelled its price drop to 
£3.95. Until its boxed games 

appear, Imagine software 
remains at £5.50. Imagine’s Tim 
Best said the reason was that 

although big software 
companies could match the 
lower price and distributors 
would not have suffered — 
small software houses has 
complained they they could not 
afford to cut their prices and 
would have been forced out of 
business. 

Mastertronic, 
London WI 

48 George St, 

Briefly 
Moneybox, a personal accounts 
program for the Dragon 32, has 
just. been released by Harris 
Micro Software at £9.99, 
Harris. Micro Software, 49 
Alexandra. Rd, Hounslow, 
Middx TW3 4HP 

Five adventure programs from 
Richard Shepherd Software are 
now available on disc for the 
Commodore 64. They are 
Transylvanian Tower, Urban 
Upstart, Everest Ascent, Ship 
of the ‘Line and Super Spy. 
Price: £9.50, cassette £6.50. 
Richard Shepherd Software, 
23-25 Elmshott La, Cippen- 
ham, Slough, Berks 

Sure! More than 10 tasks 
simultaneously and, in some 
cases, up to 300 times faster! 
That's what replacing the basic 
ROM with the new FORTH does 
for the ZX81—and more! 

The brains behind the 
breakthrough belong to David 
Husband, and he’s building 
Skywave Software on the strength 
oft. Already orders are flooding 
nand it's easy to see why. 

The ZX81-FORTH ROM gives 
youa totally new system. In 
addition to multi-tasking and split 
screen window capability, you 
canalsoedit a program while 
three or four others are executing, 
schedule tasks to run from 50 
timesa second to once a year, and 
witha further modification switch 
between FORTH and BASIC 
whenever you like 

The 2X81-FORTH ROM gives 
you a normal keyboard with a 64 
Character buffer and repeat, it 
supports the 16k, 32k, 64k RAM 
packs, itis fig-FORTH compatible 
and it supports the ZX printer. 

The price, too, is almost 
unbelievable. Asa ‘fit it yourself 
Eprom’’, complete with manual, 
it's just £25+ VAT. 
Add £2 p&p UK (ES Europe, £10 
outside Europe) and send your 
order to the address below. 

Skywave 

SOFTWARE 
David Husband 

73 Curzon Road, Bournemouth, 
BH} 4PW, ENGLAND. 
Tel: (0202) 302385, 

International +44 202 302385, 
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Debut for 
new micro 

A new computer, made in the 
Midlands by a Taiwanese 
company, makes its public 
debut tomorrow. 

Details are being kept secret 
but, as reported in Home 
Computing Weekly, it will have 
a_ type-writer-style_ keyboard 
with cursor keys, 64K of RAM. 
a single three-inch Hitachi disc 
drive, colour, 40-column screen 
— with an option for 80 
columns — and a Microsoft- 
like BASIC, 

Using a Z80A_ processor, 
will have both RS232 
Centronics-type interfaces. 

Tatung, the largest company 
in Taiwan, said it will be in the 
upper price range, designed to 

nd 

Were you 
fooled? 

In case you hadn’t noticed, the 
pectrum programming article 

is an anagram of the writer, 
Simon N. Goodwin, and the 
program just flashes the screen 
for about 60 seconds before 
displaying the words ‘April 
Fool’’, We hope you enjoyed it. 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. 
PROGRAMS must always be sent on cassette. 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. include 
details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should be 
no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry about 
your writing ability — just try to keep to the 

style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers made better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. We will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 

everything clearly and give a daytime and 
home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 

appeal to home users wanting to 
move up to a more powerful 
computer, to the educational 
market and to businesses. 

Itis said to offer an operating 
system similar to CP/M, the 
industry standard for business 
micros. 

Tatung bought Decca’s 
consumer electronics division in 
1981 and its Brignorth plant is 
said to make 10 per cent of UK 
TVs. 
Tatung (UK), Hospital 
Bridgnorth, Shrops 

Briefly 

‘A new screen enhancer for the 
Spectrum can give 32 lines of 64 
characters on screen, says 
Timedata, which has just 
brought out HI-T. 

The other features include: 

St, 

© Form filling: inputs can be 
to any position on the screen 
without disturbing other data 
on screen 

@ Windows: printing and 
scrolling can be confined to any 
rectangular area on the screen 

© Offset printing to move any 
characters up by one to five 
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pixels for superscripts, sub- 
scripts and so on 

© Re-definable print comma 
spacing for tabulation. 

Timedata says the 133 
symbols in_ the  program’s 
character set include upper and 
lower case letters as well as 
block graphics and UDGs, just 
as in the Spectrum's standard 
character set. 

HI-T and standard characters 
can be mixed on the same 
screen. The Spectrum’s usual 
screen’ format is 24 lines of 32 
characters. HI-T costs £5.95. 

Timedata, 16 Hemmells, High 
Rd, Laindon, Basildon, Essex 
SSIS 6ED 

Players of Beaky and the Egg 
Snatchers, Fantasy’s 48K 
Spectrum game, have to brood, 
hatch out and rear as many little 
Beakys as possible through 12 
different screens. The game is 
due out at the end of the month 
with a Commodore 64 version 
later. Both cost £6.50. 
Fantasy’s first Commodore 64 
game, The Pyramid, uses a 
faster loading system — called 
Supercharge by the company — 
because the standard loading 
time was nearly 30 minutes. 
Fantasy, Fauconberg Lodge, 
27A St Georges Rd, Chelten- 
ham, Glos GLSO 3DT 

BEC speaks 
to you 

Cheetah has brought out a new 
model of its Sweet Talker for 
any BBC micro. 

Costing £24.95, it plugs into 
speech socket 1C99 inside the 
computer, needing no soldering 
or cutting of tracks. 

Like the Spectrum version, 
the new model is based on the 
allophone system which means 
any word, sentence or phrase 
can be written into software. 

Sweet Talker for the BBC 
includes a demonstration 
cassette. 

Cheetah’s Spectrum model, 
costing £29.75, is now 
compatible with the Micro- 
drive, using 1/O port address 
31. The company also produces 
a plug-in RAM pack to upgrade 
any Spectrum from 16K to 48K. 
Cheetah, 24 Ray St, London 
ECIR 3DJ 

Our new 
charts 

s make their first 
appearance in this week’s issue 
of Home Computing Weekly. 
We are adding a top 10 for non- 
arcade programs — for fans of 
adventure and strategy games 

Two new chi 

Acornsoft says its new Aviator 
program is the first Spitfire 
flight simulator, chosen because 
it is more interesting to fly 
than a modern-day passenger 
aircraft. Managing director 
David Johnson-Davies, 
launching the program at the 
RAF Museum, Hendon, said 
the program was also 
instructional. Written over 
nine months by Geoffrey 
Crammond, Aviator runs on 
the BBC, ‘uses keyboard or 
joystick and costs £14.95 on 
cassette and £17.65 on disc. 
Acornsoft, 44 Market Hill, 
Cambridge CB2 3NJ 

Sulis Software is offering a 
demonstration cassette of its 
program for £1, refunded if an 
order is placed: A demonstra- 
tion disc is £1.50. They contain 
extracts of its educational 
games available for the 
Commodore 64, 48K Spectrum 
and BBC model B. 
Sulis, 4 Church’ St, 
Green, Bath BAI INL 

Abbey 

Kuma has brought out a colour 
graphics program for the 
Commodore 64. Called 
Paintpic, it costs £19.50 it 
includes’ pen, brush and text 
modes, the ‘ability to draw 
curved and straight line shapes 
and several other commands. 
Kuma, 12 Horshoe Pk, Pang- 
bourne, Berks RG8 7JW 

Up to eight chips can be 
plugged into a new external 
ROM box — steel with a clear 
perspex top — and selected by 
switch. Micropulse is for the 
BBC computer and comes with 
a cable and socket connector 
for £57.44. 
Northern Computers, Church- 
Sield Rd, Frodsham, Cheshire 

A Pascal compiler for the 
Commodore 64 have been 
launched on disc and cassette by 
Oxford Computer Systems, 
which says they are complete 
implementations with added 
graphics and sound extensions. 
The cassette is £14.95 and disc 
£49.95. 
OCP, Hensington Rd, Wood- 
stock, Oxford OX7 1JR 

Anagrams, new for the BBC 
micro from Cylindrical 
Software, is said to generate 
anagrams of any word of up to 
30 keyboard characters — eight 
with the 16K model — and then 
print them in. alphabetical 
order, numbered and deleting 
duplicates. Price: £3.95. 
Cylindrical Software, 3/177 
College Rd, Moseley, Birming- 
ham B13 9LI 



You're in the pilot's seat of a Boeing 747 jumbo jet with 
Doctor Soft’s program. You may win one in this test of 

your air! 

It’s just like the real thing. 
And Doctor Soft’s 747 flight 
simulator should be — it 
was written by a man who 
flies them. 

Roger Selby, a British Airways 
pilot, learned to fly on Austers at 
the age of 17 and is now licensed for 
the Boeing 747, VC10 and TriStar. 
‘And. we've got'£1,000-worth of his 
chart-topping 747 simulator 
Programs to give away — that's 112 
prizes for owners of the BBC 
micro. 

You can choose either the 
cassette, which would normally cost 
£8.95, or the disc version, usual 
Price ‘£11.95. Place a tick on the 
coupon if you would like the 
program on $1in disc 

Captain, Selby, 38, said of ix 
program: “It’s not a game, it's a 
simulator — a real pilot can 
‘actually practice his technique with 
total navigational accuracy. I tried 
to sweep away all the pseudo- 
technicalities to create a realistic 
atmosphere.” 
Mr Selby, who has an associate, 

Peter Chilcott, said he would not 
ive up flying to nun Doctor Soft 
il time. He said: "Nothing will 

get_me away from it. There's 
nothing like sitting in that left-hand 
seat up there.” 

‘As well as 747, Doctor Soft also 
has, for_the BBC: Wolfpack, 
Gondor, Gorph (also for Electron), 
Missile ‘Attack, @ word processor 
called Word Perfect and One Disc 
‘Home Office, which includes Word 
Perfect, 

Four more titles are just out: 
Fruit Machine (also for 

Electron), Super Tanker, 
Jump Jet and 3D 

Convoy. 

ine and aviation knowledge 

How to enter 
Please read this section carefully — 
this week’s wordsquare competition 
is slightly different from the others 
we have published. 

‘You have to find 18 words or 
phrases used by airlines or in 
aviation. To give you a siact, 
British Airways starts in the top left 
hand comer and runs 

‘Mark all the words and phrases 
with a semi-opaque aa or 
by ringing them with a ballpoint 
pen. Fill in the coupon clearly — if 

0 are a winner it will be used as a 
bel, ise users should add a tick 

fog the Si4in disc version of the 
program, 

Then ‘send the coupon and 
wordsquare to Doctor Soft 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No.1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. 

Closing date is first post on May 
4, 1984, 

You may enter as many times as 
you wish, but each must be on the 
official wordsquare and coupon, 
not copies, and in a separate 
envelope. Do not enclose anything 
else in the envelope. Incomplete 
entries cannot be considered. 

The first 112 correct entries 
drawn after the closing date will 
win the competition. The prizes will 
arrive from Doctor Soft within 28 
days of the publication of the 
solution and winners in Home 
‘Computing Weekly, or earlier 

The rules 
Entries must follow the guidance 
given in the How to Enter section. 

Entries will not be accepted from 
employees of Argus Specialist 
Publications, K-tel and Alabaster 
Passmore & Sons. This restriction 
also applies 10 employees’ families 
and agents of the companies. 
‘The editor's decision is final and no 
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ViCc-20 F 

Hints on conversion 
The main ty will be 
timing for computers without 
clocks. The POKEing onto 
screen’ could be done with 
PRINT AT or TAB statements. 

Here are the main locations 

7680-8165 screen 1 
36876 soprano 
36877 white noise 
36878 volume control 
PEEK(197) checks what key is 

pressed 
PEEK(Q + A+ 

where you ar 
38400-38884 colour 

map 

ory map 

) checks 

You are a spider trying to avoid 
the Muncher, a creature whose 
favourite meal is... spiders. 

How 
up screen 
up variables 

ain routine, moves you 
and Muncher, lays eggs and 
checks for hits and going off 

60-80 prints how well you did 
and high score 
80-90 instructions 
100-105 Muncher 

sub-routine 

works 

cating you 

It also lays eggs and if you hit 
one it hatches and eats you. 
You face the same fate if the 
Muncher catches up with you. 
When this happens your time 

and score is shown. 
Remember, the Muncher is 

fastest. when travelling 
diagonally. 

You have the advantage that 
you can leave the edge of the 
screen and come in on the other 
side and the Muncher can't do 
this. 

Main variables 

How it works 

POKE parts of ladders 
1000-1040 
Funeral March 

2000-2011 jump routine 
3000-3009 fall down hole 

Can you get to the top of the 
girders without falling down a 
hole or being hit by the balls 
Dave is hurling at you? 

‘These are the keys to use: 

L left 
semi-colon right 
Q jump 

When you reach the bottom 
of the ladder you will be 
automatically transported up to 
the next row. If, however, you 
fall down a hole or get hit by a 
ball the word DEAD appears 
above you and the Funeral 
March is played. 

Should you reach the top of 



A treat for owners of the 
unexpanded VIC-20: three fun 

games to type in 
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( Poceed” 182: romyes ToLg@ ve>T FORE @ SF Poctaa’ dap Fowvel Yolo0 Next POXES2 0 MET fe Printipesese "#3"-10 Pun B limes iar ceribee Se FeTum Tne poxevezez20x.01 Pormuezezo0%.4 333 Foetal Torso Vext Pox 
Pe s04goRe +79 008A LATE THODOOD aheoae i RONERES]- 92 RSMR-110 PoREGH77, 290 POREDEET?, © 

2 POREDO18 
cneeobret 

$32 roxrase.e. roaz7916.0 FO2E700},® FORERILD. 6 FORED137 Se Temeerrispeeteo Be toreiyur ses 
ag poctne-t. 22 foseAs. 133 pocteees. 129 Fomengn2. 132 {itp foxrerToil enon.e fonesears norieesiTo? rete the girders your score increases 

by 200 points and as it goes up 
there’s a bleeping sound. When 
you score 200 points you'll hear | | hat GETAS is the same as AS = 

Hints on conversion 
Conversion to other computers is 
easy. All you need to know is 

seusatie case sioaccese Ur {5 fasion revert iPrewriees ih SauneanbopneponerEir re CoTSoW0 
12 FOREN, 90 FORT#1 7030 NENTT FOREASSD 

‘hes Toreaespen, 2 roctzee7s. 240 rorE>6E76.0 
the sound of a donkey. INKEYS, that RESTORE BRS Foretos bot 39 Faeroe Ver Foners 

enables DATA to be used again 
and these POKEs: 

PovERGHDYB.90\FORT 1100 

Main variables 
DF number of bleeps played Wil r¢so.i85 start and end of 

alias score, screen memory 
HI high score 38400-38905 start and end of 
pee colour memory 

ee 36878 colour control UT ime Loon, decreases by 101 Sea74-36877 voices 1-3 pls 
ad white noise <3 

AS, QW current position of Hil 36879 border colour and screen JJ] seis rartutmannestT ‘diamond, ball mio Be ares 
C,V direction of diamond, ball 2 33 fra -nec: 
BIL height, length of jump 3s Sn 20.25.1023, 39. cae. 208 29,200 238, 100.8.500, 236, 190.236 
N,M space behind diamond, ball You have three lives and | “* *™%8s5: seseom 

there is a high score feature. 
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2 ee ES aS a Sera 
Vic-20 PROGRAMS 

1 POKESES6S, 255 POFEIESTS, 23 FEINT *ROMBBEFLERSE 2 pokese 2 FoxEsz. 26 373 POK 

‘SPIN COSTS. 1 ‘CHERRY ON REEL REEL) & FEEL2 FAVS 
PRINT! 3 OF A KIND PAYS 5~ hess TRCKPOT js S0+ CREDITS PRERKS 2 PRINT* mam” PRE 

8 GETag. Tengen “THenie RINT SDaMeBIaaRLORDT|IG AER 

thestrs 
CHERRY oN 

OREI98, 10: PORES, 131 FOKESESES, 249 END 

Fruit Machine by D.1. Saunders 
My fruit machine game has 
many of the features of the real- 
life one-armed bandit, You're 
asked to start with 10-50 credits 
— how much will you risk? 

‘The program is in two parts 

How it works 
part 2 

30 checks whether player or 
bank is broke 

34 gets keyboard response 
38-99 random spin and first reel 

value 
101-116 random spin and second 

reel value 
120-140 random spin and third 

reel value (the REM lines are 
to make the jackpot harder to 
get) 

200-216 check for win 
220-262 nudge routine 
285-295 win routine 
325-328 jackpot routine 
365-375 play tune 
400-405 lose routine 
‘500-705 spin routine 
800-803 broke routine 

1 FORT=7168TOrers 

4 INpure 
& PRINT"avOU START WITH" 
7 PRINTCR:" CREDITS" 
8 FoRT=6TO3S00°NEXT 

16 PRINT" SBBDBEERUIGE Old 

PRINT" ak (PRESS 
2 Pk 

34 PRINT* SMMEEREDITS " 
25 PRINT'UBREADY" 

5 PRINT mMiHEN READY SHOWS. PRE 

15 PRINT" PDDOLumeamm” 
17 PRINT" SPDDDI=amnERn” 
15 PRINT! NHR HAHA ER EE HA EEEE OEE” 
3 PRINT*TWaC CCIBIF NUDGE FLASHESE) >)" 

28 PRINT"9@)99PRESSI FOR REELIMC((* 
2 FOR FEELS 

NT*s)) BPRESSS FOR REEL: 
aie eat 

and the second will LOAD 
automatically. The first defines 
the graphics and contains 
instructions. The second defines 
the screen area and starting 
credits. 

ariables 
A.W flags 
R' characters 
I character colours 
P. screen position 
F,G,H screen PEEKs for check: 

ing win 
CO when added to P gives 

sereen colour location 
CR credits 

@ As usual, we have inserted 
REMs in the lines above those 
in which Commodore control 
characters appear. These are 
only for use as a guide while 
you are typing in the programs. 
Use abbreviations for the 
keywords wherever you can. 
‘They are given in the manual. 

‘9: POKET PEEK (1+25600) NEXT 
2 PRINT*xgangd HOW Many CREDITS DO YOU WANT TO TART WITH" 
3 PRINT*M@MKCEETHEEN 16 6 50)" 

TFCR CLOORCR>SQORCRC> INT (CR) THENZ. 2°70 SPIN® 
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30 IFCRCLORCRD=S00THEN2e0 
EF INT RoR RENEE RONNIE 

2 PRINT" @POEREDITS: "2c 
35 PRINT" SMRERDY" 
3a GETAS TFRSCO"2*THENOS 

54 ReINTCRNDC2) 924) <1=1HT 
ReINTCRNDCL #24) T=INTCRNDC 12032 

$8 cosussee 
2 Fomveero1D Next NEXT: ReRied 

NTCRNDCLI#S 341 
£4 ONRGOTOSE, 74,00,06, 88 

‘GOTOss 
coToss gotos3, 

402 RINT CRNDC1) 424): T=1NTCRNDC1 #99 
403 GOSUBSOe 
104 FORY=OTO10: NEXT NEXT Feed 
105 ReINTCRND(1)05)41 
106 -OMPGOTOLO7 103, 111,113,115 

121 ReINTCRNDC13624) 1=1NTCRNDC19#99 
124 GOsUB700 
$25 FORV=@TO10 : NEXT: NEXT 
128 ReINTCRND(1)99)-41 
129 ONRGOTOLSG. 131.132. 133, 134,135, 136,137,138 

2: 9070148 
150:c0T0140 
1=7:GOTO140 

137 Red. 1=5:00T0140 
138 Re2s I=6 
148 GOSUB700 
200 FSPEEK(T77S) G=PEEK: 
201 IFF=GANDGSHTHENCR=CR +S GOTG2ES: 
205 IFF=16RNDG=2OANDH=24THENSZS 
203 Heo iG IFF=4THENCR=CRet Wet 
215 IFF=4ANDG=4THENCR=CRe2 GOTOZES 
216 TrW=iTHENZSS 
220 TRND(1)<. ESTHENSOR 
224 RENCRVS ONICHOMEICS CRSR DOWNICE CRSR RIGHTICELKI 

pe eeoea tae 225 Print 
RASS" 3" THENZSO 228 GETAS: IFRE="1 "ORAS" 

223 RENCRVS ONICHOMEIES CRSR DONIC CRER RIGHTICPURI 
Wok 

*THENREPEEK(P)~4 -IFR==4 THENR=1E 
GOSUBSeS GoTO20 

PEEK (P+3)-4. 1FR=1STHENR=12 
‘2°THENA=2_GOSUBEO@ GOTO200 
S*THENREPEEK(P#€) IFR=ZOTHENR=12 
THENR= 24 

262 GOSuBTeS GoTEZeN 
265 REN WIN 
263 RENCHONEILRVS ONICS CRSR RIGHTICPUR 

320 RENCRVS ONJCPURICHONEI(2 CRSR RIGHT? 
325 PRINT" @BODLTACKPOT || 1“ FORN=GTOISO:NEXT 
326 JaINTCRNDCL 99500415 
327 CRack+J REMCRVS ONICHONEDECRSR RIGHTICRED? 

BOWVOU With" 3a CREDITS" 

POKESES76. INTCRNDC1) 01 
378 Forti=1 7010: HEXTH-L. 
575 POKESE576, 8: POKESES7S, 8 
325 Rentavs I CHOMEICELKS 
ee PRINT amvOU Lose” 
$01 CRecR- 
485 GOTGSES 
508 POKEF.R'POKEP+1 Rei POKER #22, Re2 FOKEF+23.R+3 
501 POKEP*CO, I POKER+CO+1. 1 POKEP+CO+z2, I POKEF*CO+23, 1 
S05 1FR=1 THENRETURN 
500 POKEP+3.R POKEP+4, Rei POKEF+25. R+2 POKEF+26,R+2 
S01 POKEP+CO+3,1 POKEP*+CO+s. 1 FOREF+CO+25, 1 POKEP+CO+26, 1 
25. IFA=ZTHENRETURN 
700 POKEF+S,R POKEP*7,R+1 POKEP+25,R+2 POKEP+29,R+3 
PBL -POKEP+CO"5.1 POKEP+CO+7. 1 FOKEF+CO+25, 1 POKEP+E0+29, 1 
285 RETURN, 
793 RENCCLRITRVS ONJL2 CRSR DOWNICELK 
380 PRINT*SaMMONE OF US IS BROKE. 
S81 IFCRCLTHENPRINT" STOO EAD...,,1/17’S YOU" END 
382 RENCRVS OMI 
383 PRINT" SRGOHH, 



At R&Rwe believe 
that value comes first, 
and we make it our business 
to ensure that we provide good 
quality programs at realistic prices... 
for your enjoyment. 
ALLARCADE GAMES NORMALLY HAVE 
CHOICE OF KEYBOARD OR JOYSTICK CONTROL. 
Should you have difficulty in obtaining our products 
from your local Dealer please send cheque or Postal 
Order indicating titles required, for return of post service. 

CHOPPER X-1 GALAXY WARLORDS JUNIOR ARITHMETIC 

any £5.50 te» £5.50 nny £4.95 | any £5.50 
GNASHER STAR TREK OTHER COMPUTERS? 

ane £3.75 |" nae £4.95 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME CALLING ALL PROGRAMMERS 
R&R Software Ltd. WANTED New, Quality Software. 
5 Russell Street, GloucesterGL1 NE. fi SOFTWARE Send us your latest Program 
Tel (0452) 502819 for evaluation — NOW. 

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING DEALERS NATIONWIDE 



SPECTRUM 
FOR 16K SPECTRUM 

(will also run on 48K Spectrum) 
etree on 

EDUCATIONAL COMPENDIUM FOR 
16K/48K SPECTRUM £6 

All these programs on one cassette. 
8 ie hanes, 11th Ose "82 

Tourn mvaoens: « 
CENTIPOID PLUS THREE for 

48K SPECTRUM. £6 

20 ne TAC Toe 430 gere Oh ered 

‘CASSETTES 8 genes fr TOK EXOT 

(hos ot toced wna ate 

RAUNT inn ate 

Sees 
101 ha 8 gros wr machine code becauae  t much fn tan Ba cod 

Tissse mate your chests payable fo ORWN SOFTWAAK ard sand you onde to ORWN SOFTWARE. Oewt 26 wonriow Rend, London NWTO 90K 
end SAE To ted eaten 

A great line up of I7 NEW titles... 
direct from CANADA 
FOR 2x61, SPECTRUM. VIC 20, C64, ATARI! 
{Just run your eyes over these new tties now available through “SOFTCHOICE 
LTD" the UK subsidiary of the wal-known Canadian Software House 
INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING & SOFTWARE INC. Purchase wih confidence 
superb EDUCATIONAL, UTILITY and GAMES SOFTWARE! 

EXCITING 
NEW GAMES 
FOR FAMILY 
FUN AND 
LEARNING 
FOR 2x81 
and 
‘SPECTRUM 

SOFTCHOICE LTD. 
52 PLATTS LANE, LONDON NW3 7NT. 
TEL: (01) 431 2494. TELEX: 923753 
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CHILDRENS’ & HOME EDUCATIONAL GAMES for the 
COMMODORE 64, ATARI 400/800 
DISKS Only, at £14.95 each incl. 

GREAT UTILITY AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
for ZX81, SPECTRUM, VIC 
ATARI eS 

{BY POST To purchase any othe ts sted above Smythe coupon ton wit you Mare 
‘asress enclose you cheque or PO mace 
Dayatle i SOPTCHOICE LTD and posto us 

WOW TO ORDER. sy TELEPHONE (ot) 431 2096 Mtyou are an Access holder please telephone 
‘2nd give your Card No. Newne, Address and 

Tron somonoce to SAREE onwoua 
| 
1 
1 
| 
! 
! 
& 



LETTERS 

I must wholeheartedly agree 
with the letter from Sheila 
Maguire (Commodore 
made us buy an Atari, 
(HCW 53) as | have had 
two 645 and have been 
waiting over a month for a 
replacement. I purchased 
the 64 from Ru 
and they have not beet 
to supply me with anoth 
On speaking to 

manager he informed 
that Lam a member of qi 
a tong list and that 1 am 
ucky to be only waiting for 
ny third 64, Tam also on 

my second Datasette 
recorder. My first refused 
to load pre-recorded Com: 
modore. software (e.g 
Stellar Wars and Spirates). 
The cassette unit took me 
two months to be replaced, 

The only conclusion I can 
draw is that Commodore, 
once they have got your 
money, are just not 
interested and, as for John 
Baxter, his remarks only 
endorse this or he has his 
head buried in the sand. 
Paul Edwards, Runcorn, 
Cheshire 

Having read the letter from 
Sheila Maguire (HCW $3) 
and the response from 
Commodore, 1 decided 1 | 
had write. 1 too 

perienced faulty 64s, 
September to November 
1983 (three in fact), and | 
even now [ am’ not 
completely satisfied. 

T bought my computer 
through mail order and 1 
also bought BASIC part 1 
This was totally useless and 
was returned 

The book issued with the 
64 isa joke. Not only is it 
full of errors, it doesn’t give 
any help to the 
complete novice. 

The capabilities of the 64 
are great, if only I could 
find out how to use them. 1 
don’t even know how to use 
the hi-res mode for drawing 
geometric shapes, 
Iam sure Commodore 

will give their usual bland 
excuses. Why, oh why, 
don’t they employ som 
who is really concer 
with customer relations? 

Someday, not thanks to 
Commodore, I will be able 
to utilise the full potential 
of my 64. Until then I will 
just hope that someone at 
Commodore will wake up 
and take notice of the 
adverse publicity I read in 
various magazines. 
K.J. Morrison, Birkenhead, 

d 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, No.1 
Golden Square, London W1R 

3AB. Don't forget to name your 
computer — the best letter 

could win £5-worth of — 
software. Got a problem with 

your micro? We'll soon be 
starting a queries page, so send 

your technical questions to 

— 

Queries at the above address 

On the letters page in HCW 
\d a reply from John 

varketing manager 
of Commodore U,K., that 
if Sheila Maguire’ had 
returned the — faulty 
Commodore 64 direct. to 
Commodore the 
could have been 
immediately. 1 re 
Commodore 64 and ca 
recorder direct to 
Commodore as it would not 
save any programs typed in 

T posted it on February 2 
and Commodore received it 
on February 8. 1 phoned 
them on March 3 only to be 
told that it would not be 
looked at for another week. 
I phoned again on March 16 
only to be told the same 
thing again. If this is what 
Mr Baxter calls “timmediat 
ely”” then no wonder Sheila 
Maguire bought an Atari 
As the Commodore 64 
worked perfectly apart 
from the mentioned fault 1 
am very pleased with it, but 
as for Commodore's after 
sales service, I am appalled. 

Keep up the good work. 
K. Weston, Christchurch, 
Dorset 

Commodore 
problems 4 

I would be very grateful if 
you could help me with a 
problem regarding the 
Commodore 64 

In approximately four 
weeks I have had no less 
than eight Commodores. 
This is not a joke and 1 
think it needs expert 
guidance. 1 have written to 
Commodore but they 
haven't replied. Unlike the 
person in HCW $3 who had 
not done all the things right 
Lam not a closet case and I 
know how to operate a 
computer. This is not a 
reflection on that person, 
but on Commodore them: 
selves. Here is a rundown 
on the problems: 

Computer 1 worked for 30 
minutes, then the power 

pack got very, very hot 
the computer wouldn’t 
function. Left to cool 
down, but still no luck. 
Tried again in the shop. No 
luck 
Computer 2 didn’t work 
Computer 3 didn’t work 
Computer 4 would not 
return cursor. Tried in 
shop, at home and every 
where but no luck 
Computer § didn't work 
Computer 6 had 1wo @ 
keys and no « (asterisk) key 
Computer 7 faulty leads 
‘Computer 8 had one faulty | 
lead. Replaced lead. 
Computer now works, but 
the cassette only loads whi 
it feels like it | 

1 suspect the cassette 
recorder is not new as there 
is a mark on the front, no 
booklet and the silver wire 
that comes out of the socket. | 

been cut off 
don't want to. wait 

much longer because 1am | 
paying interest on some 
thing that doesn't work. 1 | 
have paid about £168 up to | 
now and I still owe £70, 
plus whatever more interest | 
they put on. 

T might even go an buy 
another Oric at this rate. 
S. Blease, Stretford, Man- 
chester 

I feel 1 must raise my tiny 
voice in defence of the 
Commodore 64. My son 
bought this micro recently | 
and 1 (a mumsy lady of 
middle years) sneak a go at 
it_as often as housewifery 
will allow 

It isa gem and I so wish 
T could afford books of 
programs or even, when my 
ship. comes in,” Simon's | 
BASIC, to extend my | 
usage. | 

Totally ignorant, having 
left school at the age of 15, 
this lovely efficient machine 
is educating me and 
stretching my shrinking 
brain. I never have any 
problems with it. It 
absolutely adores me and 
even tried to sort me 
when I typed in your § 
Reading program. 

While I’m sorry Mrs 
Maguire had bad experi- 
ences, I must say that 
Commodore has a very 
satisfied user in me. My 
son, on the other hand, may 
have to get another mi 
because mum has tak 

T'm saving pennies for 
extras to take me ever 
onward but I reckon it will 
take a long time, it is all too 
dear for me, but ob the joy. 
Vera Conetney, Shrews- 
bury, Shropshire 
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LETTERS 
I ee 

Having read letters in your 
magazine from people who 
have had little or no success 
with mail order or in 
writing to companies, and 
further spurred on by Sheila 
Maguire (HCW 53), 1 
decided to bring you some 
good news. 

Due to two unfortunate 
accidents 1 broke two keys 
off of my VIC-20. I wrote 
to Commodore on March 
12 asking them if they could 
supply_me with replace 
ments for these two keys. 
didn’t expect them to be 
willing to supply me and 
was expecting to have to 
wait for a couple of months 
for a letier suggesting | take 

yy VIC to my local dealer 
However, on March 15 1 

received ‘a pro-forma 
‘invoice from Commodore 
stating that they would need 

imples of the broken keys 
and that the new keys 
would cost £2.30, 

My faith’ in computer 
firms has been restored. 
Keep up the good work, 
Commodore. 
Henry Shinners 
proud VIC-20 owner), 
New-Market-on-Fergus, 
Co, Clare, Ireland 

(another 

Commodore has promisd 
an. extensive reply which 
will appear on the letters 
page in a future issue, 

SS. 

Cable query 
Congratulations on 
comprehensive | mi 
that is extremely 
friendly””. The game listings 
for the Commodore 64 have 
been exceptional to say the 
least. Thanks for not 
ignoring the Commodore 
machines like other so: 
called computer magazines 
that are twice as 

T got my 64 at Christmas 
and rarely find a day when 
Tm not tinkering on it 
working out various 
programs for myself 
Despite the complaints that 
the BASIC on the machine 
isn’t all that easy I've found 
it quite easy to achieve all 
the effects 1 want in 
relatively small programs. 

My one niggle is not 
ually against the 

machine. The video cable 
that connects the computer 
to my TV faulty in that 

fits into the 
loose 

the end whic 

casing has ¢ 
seems to have 
actual wire inside to break 
also. 

By keeping the cable in a 
certain position I can get 
a good TV image but 
obviously 1 would like to 
get it replaced. 
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| 
Send your letter to Letters, 

Home Computing Weekly, No.1 
Golden Square, London W1R 

3AB. Don't forget to name your 
computer — the best letter 

could win £5-worth of _ 
software. Got a problem with 

your micro? We'll soon be 
starting a queries page, so send 

your technical questions to 
Queries at the above address 

Not wanting to take the 
whole unit back to where I 
bought it I contacted 
Commodore to see if they 
could tell me where to get a 
new oni 
‘ominous “no reph 
insiduous ailment seemingly 
all computer companies and 
software houses suffer 
when we are in great need 
of an answer 

Further inquiries have 
failed so I turn to you HCW 
to ask if your readers know 
‘of anywhere where I might 
find a new video cable for 
my 64, 

=~ 

| 
Fw 

Andy Clarke, Baddesley- 
Ensor, near” Atherstone, 
Warks 

Can any readers help Andy 
Clarke? 

Checkout 
staff plan 
jail break 

My friend Sandra came up 
to me at work and said 
softly: “Yes, I know if I get 
drunk I can get taken to 
hospital but there must be 
an easier way. I've tried 
bribes and Allan even 
attacked the sergeant, but 

the cells for 

At that point we became 
aware of the expressions of 
the ladies waiting in my 
checkout queue at Sains. 
bury’s. We tried to explain 
about Urban Upstart. but 
the lady writing her cheque 
was very wary and the next 
few customers counted their 
change very carefully 

Would Richard Shepherd 
please clear my name? 
Marilyn Brazier, Warndon, 
Worcester 

Richard Shepherd said: “‘t 
will be sending Marilyn an 
award for bravery above 
and beyond the call of duty 
in Sainsbury's, along with a 
hint sheet! By the way, I 
have the same trouble’ in 
supermarkets.” 

For other Urban Upstarts 
trapped in Scarthorpe, the 
company offers the hint 
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| imagine: it’s 

sheet in return for an SAE | 

to Richard Shepherd Soft- 
ware, Elm House, 23-25 
Elmshott Lane, Cippen: 
ham, Slough, Berks. 

up to you 
Imagine Software made a 
double impact in the pages 
of HCW 54, Firstly, it was 
reported that the prices of 
its software will rise to 
around £15 and, secondly, 
in the letter ‘that the 
directors wrote {0 you, 
headed Magazine musi act 
over piracy. 

I find it difficult to 
reconcile the two. 
Fantastically high prices 
will ensure more piracy. It 
must be borne in mind that 
the majority of users of 
games software are people 
with no incomes, i.e. 
children. High prices will 
therefore raise the demand 
for copies. 
Imagine hopes to counter. 
the proliferation of 
iracy by pleading with the 

media to do something 
bout it. The media can 

make a comment, 
however cogent. 
Imagine Software: itis up 

to you to do” something 
about it by keeping your 
products realistically 
priced, 
Chris Joannes, London E3 

I feel I really must comment 
on the letter from Im 
(HCW 54). It goes o1 
on, blaming anyone 
everyone for whi 
must be a cut in its income. 

It does not seem too long 
0 articles appeared | 

telling us how 
so-called whiz 

kids were being paid for 
their creations. Yet I notic 
with great frequency, that a 
lot of software on the 
market is actually a 
variation of a variation of 
an arcade game. How many 
versions of Frogger, Pac 
man, Skrambler and’ many 
others are there? Each 
company selling these 
claims they are original, so 
where does “‘piracy”” start? 

Books are another sore 
point. have a Commodore 
64 and several books for it 
are no more than excerpts 
from the Programmer's 
Reference Guide. But the 
authors and publishers 
blatantly print in’ these 
books “all rights reserved” 
E, Troughton, Blackburn 



Less than human, far more than mere computer 
The Psytron controls the massive Betula 5 Installation. When the 
cottack comes, it wll cope with defensive demands which would leave 
‘human brain unhinged, computer circuits scrambled 
Damage in any sector of the bose must be assessed and its effect on 
the fabric of the installation calculated immediatel) 
Human lives will be expended as necessary but if ie Pywcn ever 
goes down, 
The Sinclair Spectrum has always atracted the best 
programmers. Its always had the most innovative software: 
Psion Scrabble, The Hobbit, Jet Pac and now . 

programmers gasp, a 20 
page booklet of hints, tips 

ind help with the 
discovery of each of six 
levels of play. 

‘How long can you survive 
the Final Contlict? A true Psytron would last, 
an hour anda Sinclair @L. goes tothe tirst 
personto match that feat.” 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Overthrow 
evil, blast 

the 
bombers 

A batch of new games play- 
tested by our reviewers. Read 

before you buy 

Klartz and the 
Dark Forces 
Dragon 32 

£9.95 
on, Milton Hse, St John 

Ashbourne, Derbys St, 

The title puts you in the mood 
for this mammoth adventure, Set 
in the time after (what?), you 
a member of the group pled 
to overthrow the evil Klartz, You 
have been chosen to pilot the 
time capsule to collect special 
relics that will aid your task. 

This adventure is different to 
most — you have the choice of 
time zones to enter at first. Each 
is almost a whole adventure in 
itself and, with five ent 
zones, the program is certainly 
large ‘enough to keep the most 

Cylon Attack 
Electron £7.90 

you up-to-the-minute reports on 
your shields, laser power and 

Complete inst 
given in the program. 

tions are sequen 
There is a You have instruments to give Yout 

Operation 
Gremlin 

48K Oric £6.95 

You can control any of your 
troopers individually while he or she is alive, and score points for 
killing gremlins, There is a fixed 

gh eight troopers have to carefully explore the city and attack the enemy with weapons left lying around. There are many features to the game and you have 
puzzle out the best tactics 

score. It makes a pleasant 
and offers the chance to exercise 
your brain as well as fingers. 

P.S.W. 

J instructions 75% 
Weapons to use. Complications playability 85% 
are that various emergencies graphics 0% 
arise in your support systems, — value for money 80% 
and the st be quickly dealt with. kk Kk 

map is revealed. Two castles, one 
wilfred the 

Hairy Africa, are the bases for Olaf via a nice inet arcadesyle game commercial product DM. 

48K Spectrum jin ie aie Se eter insraion are 
£5.50 HO ae in tost by than its BASIC. predecessor. playability or 

iz occupying. Europe, or by  Evenso,thelack of atitlescreen, graphics De 
Microbyte, 19 Worcester Cl, al three of the other together with slow respons, is jue for mone} 
Lichfield, Staffs continents. But as you do so, you disappointing. When over, the 

A game of strategy, based on use ammo, and need fo return to computer resets. and the 

domination of the world. Aftera base for more. You cannot enter program disappears. | Screen 

fong time loading several locks 
Sr'program and data, a world 

a continent if your opponent is 
well stocked with ammo, and if 

messages 
The co 
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enthusiastic adventurer busy for 

Tea, Dectty above ous the 
Pare, Wenalbine St, Rechusle,  aProaching fight choice of keys to suit left and £500 from A&F MB. Estate . ‘Once youhave acylonin view, fig handed’ players and. a 
sie you must line it up with your joystick option. instructions 95% 

Tahterontoccwesthtieoly mcr wah be activa Wee cle icateisicarertmess) eae ie 
the’ mothership. against. the the mothership to refuel Specially taking off snd landing 
Cyetons, 

ir high-score could win 

Alley 
£7.95 
$0 Elborough saving mY 

software Invasion, gre practice, 1 Was y 
time limit and any of nine skill suthfields, London some practices 1 WI eqs. more 

Wintersoft, 30 Uplands Pk Rd, levels can be selected. Si, South _, Niget_ quite WEP goes on in that 
Enfield, Midd, The display consists of a mulated air-to-sea battle, difficult as time te Te sweep 

impressive scrolling plan of t A ih influenced by the — multiple wre then twos and 
The setting is large space city, city. with you at the centre. mach intl nsTne am is 10 ny fist in ONE MeN Seite 
overrun by hordes of mutant Colour and sound are well used aulklangs wen incoming Jet threes. W's ew rating it. Is 
gremlins. You have been toenhance the battles and special shoot before they drop their and t can't SOR Teen so far for 
delegated to. clean ‘up ‘by effects ombers Pelcrate, bombs, the best game TVS SD to the 
destroying the invaders and their A game that needs time to play destroying your fe the BBC ere.95. SoH 
spavn. To do this your force of and careful thought for ah k ; ‘as chained in 

The cassttsery time without 15% Wissaded every 4 sions . and very Makes a long instructic 
55% 

ouble, thoush  Sereen is well playability 50% time to do 0 'good display of graphics Bt 
anes are fired 
sswwires. These 

te — 
the battle zone. Planes: 
at by lining up crosswires. 
T found somewhat inaccura 

low. This could do with 

ie 
Sound is very 

improvement 

her crude, 100. 
is a good one, but 

wok ok ok 

xk * 

battle ni 

The game is headed by 
machine code display while 
loading. Using some excellent 
programming, it has been written 
without much chance of anyone 
breaking and listing the 
program. If you do press the 
Break key and do not type 
CONT afterwards the game is 
lost and can never be listed. This 
is necessary when there is a prize 
of @ Dragon disc drive for the 
first person to map out a 

T have spent many hours but 
this is one tough adventure to 
crack. I wish you good luck.C.G. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

60% 
85% 

N/A 
80% 

ne plane od — 1 iked the way the plane 
ons are_ proportion 

vamne, played 
ara or joystick 

well with 
d, after 



spectrum 

cormnecers ot aces! 

Vem 
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48K SPECTRUM OWNERS Read This From 

.. LET'S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS... 
* % * FINANCE MANAGER * * x 

Voted ‘‘the best value financial program available’ by SINCLAIR USER 
FINANCE MANAGER is a powerful, flexible and very fast MENU DRIVEN general purpose ledger package which 
includes both standing order and special forward planning features. The program will handle up to 255 separate accounts and 1800 transactions. The power of MACHINE CODE has enabled us to produce the very latest “on 
the page” presentation which lets you enter and edit data naturally, as if you were filling in a form. 

These screens are just a sample to show the style of the program: 
But that’s not all, not by a —— — 
long way. This program 
automatically raises a 
corresponding debit or 
credit for every entry, and 
will even open a new ac- 
countif anentry features an (ijgadliaeallleald acter ance =: © 
unrecorded account name. 
Information can be manipulated in various ways — you can call up your bank or credit card account, or analyse 
expenditure according to a variety of categories which you assign to the transactions. Instant Account balances 
can be listed at any time. A great time saving feature of this program is that account names and transaction descriptions need only be recorded once, as all the input fields will scroll existing files, There are many, many more 
features which make this the most powerful finance package around, we even include a test file for you to 
experiment with before getting started, 

x & ADDRESS MANAGER x x x 
ADDRESS MANAGER utilises the same “‘on the page’’ presentation as FINANCE MANAGER and offers 
Spectrum owners a professional standard address filing, indexing and retrieval system, Below are examples of 
the screen presentations. 
ADDRESS MANAGER has 
been carefully constructed 
to provide the user with a 
tool that is extremely 
friendly and easy to use, the 
speed and presentation of 
this program are second to 
none. 
ADDRESS MANAGER features MULTIPLE INDEXING via our 3 way 3 character index, an ability to store over 400 full names and addresses or 1500 individual names/titles. 
USES include storing and updating names, addresses and phone numbers, printing out Xmas card lists etc, mail order work, customer classification by type size, (doctors have used this program to catalogue patients by 
treatment). 

& & & &0COLUMN-PLUS 80’VERSIONS * * 
VERSIONS OF BOTH THESE PROGRAMS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH AN 80 COL PRINTER. 
WORKING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE KEMPSTON CENTRONICS INTERFACE THESE “PLUS 80" PRO. 
GRAMS CONTAIN ALL THE NECESSARY SOFTWARE AND CONTROL CODE FACILITIES TO OPERATE. ANY 
KEMPSTON COMPATIBLE CENTRONICS PRINTER. 

VISIT YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE STORE NOW AND ASK FOR FINANCE MANAGER 
AND ADDRESS MANAGER BY NAME — 

also available from selected branches of W. H. SMITH, BOOTS AND J. MENZIES 

iss SOFTWARE * * * SIMPLY THE BEST * * * 

If you experience difficulty obtaining your copies of these programs send a cheque or postal order for £8.95 
(£19.95 for PLUS 80 versions) or telephone your J&™§ details to (0753 888866): 

Oxford Computer Publishing Ltd. 
4A HIGH STREET, CHALFONT-ST-PETER, BUCKS, ENGLAND 



COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
PRESENTS 

Join OZ and his mates on the German 
ing site and in the Beir Keller — enjoy 

this exciting new game from a new name in 
quality software TYNESOFT. 

TYNESOFT, Addison Industrial Estate, 
Blaydon-upon-Tyne, Tyne & Wear, 

NE21 4ZE. Tel: 091-414-4611 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

AVAILABLE FOR SPECTRUM C.M.64 B.B.C.B. ELECTRON 



"SO-SOFTWARE 
CAN YOU HANDLE THE ULTIMATE? FEATURE PACKED, 100% MACHINE CODE 
THE MOST AMAZING PROGRAMMES, THE SMOOTHEST AND PURE ADDICTION. 

ACTION, THE HIGHEST RESOLUTION GRAPHICS? SO WHICH WILL BLOW FIRST - YOUR COMPUTER OR 
ALL ULTIMATE GAMES ARE ARCADE STANDARD, YOUR MIND? 

YER SOEACH 
S< 

ate Play The Game, 
The Green 

ID Ashby de la Zouch, 
Pssst 1648K Spectrom eicestershire. 

Uliimote Play The Game 



x yt by the ASP Market Research Group : De 

Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, >, 

Including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. ] 

SPECTRU 
TAticatac —_ultimate(2) 
2 Lunar Jetman  itimate (5) 1 Hunchback Ocean) 
Santattack — Quicksllvaia nic Miner Software a) 

Projects (1) 8: Microdeal (7) 
Kong interceptor (a) 5 Beyond (2) 

Minits (a) 
5 North seaoll Shards (3) 
6 Hungry Horace M.House (10) 

8 Buga Bo q 7 Up Periscope 
(Tne Fiead 8 It’s only Rock 8 Pedro 

1 Roll k 9 Mystery of the etpac favastar Shards (6) ont || 
Simulation Psi er Ocean (10 10 Frogger ‘Microdeal 

ne HONE OPPUING | 
2crazyKong __ interceptor (2) 

2 Asterol Ouicksilva (3) 
3xrazyKong —PSSI1) 
4 Football Manager Addictive (10) 
S Defenders Quicksilva (a) 
Ginvaders —_Quicksilva(S) 
7 vile Sinclair (7) 
8 vu-calc Sinclair (8) 

Schoc-o-bloc Paramount (5) 
6 Jetpac ultimate 9) 
7 Snowman and comm 

Maths Maze 
Imagine 
Uamasot 

JOMLBATET. Llamasoft (s) 
8 Hopper Pss19) 

10 2x Assembler Bug-Byte() 



You are Skippy the bush 
Kangaroo, happy and content 
to hop around a maze picking 
up the truffles that are littered 
about the place. 

However, you must keep out 
of the way of the Tasmanian 
Devil, a nasty little creature 
with sharp teeth who, far from 
being interested in truffles, just 
loves the odd. K: for 
supper, And if he lands on you, 
you're on the menu! 

How it works 
1-15 preliminary and instruct. 

ions 
16-19 initialise 
27-99 cursor detection 
1000 kangaroo movement left 

\garoo movement right 
Oo movement Up 

2000 devil movement 
2040 tests for devil's co-ordin- 

‘ates matching 
2540 kangaroo’s Funeral March 

routine if they match 
3000 instructions and Tie My 

Kangaroo Down, Sport 
routine 

4000 score evaluation and 
Waltzing Matilda theme if 
score is maximum possible 
(i.e. 369) 

{6000 ‘creates and generates maze 
7000 user-defined graphics 

SPECTRUN 

Because of his sharp teeth the 
Devil can tear through hedges. 
But is not lost, for 
positioned strategically around 
the maze are four “‘toasties””. 

If you pick up a toastie then 
that mean fella is sent back to 
his lair at the top left hand 
corner of the screen, But 
beware, he comes after you 

Variables 
S score 
HS high score 
X,Y kangaroo Skippy's 

ordinates 
G & I randomised variables to 

control devil's speed 
MS (X,Y) array for maze 

again and in what seems like no 
time at all, he’s right back on 
your heels chasing you. 

If you manage to survive and 
eat all the truffles and toasties, 
then you score 369 and ai 
treated to a few bars of 
Waltzing Matilda. If you are 
eaten the Funeral March play 
and your score up to that sad 
moment is displayed and 
evaluated. 

The cursor keys 5, 6, 7 and 8 
control your movement. Good 
Luck! 
User defined graphics: 
GRAPHIC A (CHRS 144) kan- 
garoo moving left 
GRAPHIC B (CHRS 145) kan- 
garoo moving up or down 
GRAPHIC C (CHRS 146) kar 
garoo moving right 
GRAPHIC E (CHRS 148) Devil 

Other symbols: 
CHRS 42 truffle score/point 
CHRS 35 (hash) toastie score 15 
points 

INT 
INT. 

e3E% 
26 IF INKEY 

ao 
36 IF INKEY 

2 REM “DEVIL™ by DAVID ARTS 
2 BORDER S: PAPER 6: GO SUB 7 

200 
3 LET_hs=0 
4 PAUSE 75: PRINT AT 1@,2;"Do 

you want instructions? usn 
os IF INKEY$="y" THEN GO TO 39 

7_IF INKEY$="n" THEN CLS - GO 
To_413 

8 IF_INKEY$="" THEN GO To 4 
a3 CLS 
14 GO suB 6900 

(RAND #2) +2 
CRND 33) $3 

IF s=369 THEN GO TO 
REM 243¢24CUrSOF detections 

— 

"3 

t,u; INK 2; 

4000 

THEN GO TO 10 
THEN GO TO 22 
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PROGRAMS 

ze 
ato 2h INKEVS="6"'THEN| GOTO) 12 
eot® IF INKEYS="7" THEN GO TO 15 

93_IF INKEY$="" AND g=1 THEN G 
9 SUB 2000 

Sense INKEYS<"" GND g=2 THEN 'O 

939 GO TO 20 
999 REN setteenovenent Lerteses 

THEN LET 9 

Deets LET s=s 
= PRINT OVER 

ijar Trusenns a4e:— eet P=2i GET 
OLB Baihr Geer aia t,U;cHRS 14 
8: GO TO 1@25 
1005 IF m$(x,y-1) 
1930 

1930 IF _as{x-yn2) = 
AT ter es 

THEN GO TO 
ae PRINT 

teas Go Sue 200 
1@se GO To 2 
1099 REM #£#ee4mOVEMENt CightsEs 
2100 IF me(x/yt2)="8" THEN LET 
Sixrysaie* 2! Ler yaysi: Ler eqs 
$1: ‘PRINT AT @,0;5: GO TO 1125 
2202 IF ms(x $333 2! 2" °THEN LET m 
S(x,y41) = LET y=y+d: LeT s-s 
725. oon AT @,0;8: PRINT GUER 
A;AT t,v;CHR$ 146: Ler t=2: LET 
=2 PaIeT Q¥ER TAT tusCHRS 14 

=) 
a420-1F BS (x,U+2) =" THEN PRINT 
AT _x : ter =ye2. 
a2bs*éinr ar x yea 
3138 PRINT AT x‘S;chRs 146 
114@ GO SUB 2000 
2158 GO TO 20 
2159 REM #2##2emovement dounss4% 
1200 ans mate de"#" THEN LET mh 

Cer x=xe1. LET S== 
2 “8, eS: SO. TO 1225 

dee2 TF ms (x +2) 13 Sén° THEN LET m 
Stx+a,y=" "2 LET x=x+1: LET s=s 
+15: Beth. AT @,0;5: PRINT OVER 

AT t,U;CHRS 146: fer tee: Ler 
SAINT OOER T;AT t,0;cHR§ 44 

32°60 To 4225 
1365 5 m$(x+1,y) =" THEN GO TO 

2220 TF ms(x+a,y) 2" "THEN PRINT 
LET x=x+1 

138s"ehinr ar xa. aap oee 
2236 PRINT AT _x,Y;CHRS 145 
1248 GO SUB 2500 
12598 GO TO 20 
i299 REM Les biar ee | ‘ERLEEE 

cs ter. oe LET m 
ot FPS Net ss G0_To 1325 

swine Sie ccee 
LPaENE OoER TiAT tu; 
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SPECTRUM 

43905 IF m${x-1,y) THEN GO TO 
i338 

i310 IF m${x-1,y) THEN PRINT 
AT x,y;" LéT x 

1325 PRINT AT X+2,y3 
133@ PRINT _AT_X,¥/CHRS 145 
4348 GO SUB 2580 
3358 Go TO 208 
2399 REM ¥#3%eedevil movementz#= 

IF u<y AND i=2_OR ucy AND i 
THEN LET _U=U+1: PRINT OVER 1; BRIGHT 1; INK 2;AT t,U;CHR$ 146 

OUER 2;AT t,u“1;CHRS 146 
: GO TO 2a4a 
201@ IF U>y AND i=1 OR u>y AND i 
=2 THEN LET U=u-1: PRINT OVER 13 
BRIGHT 1; INK 2;AT t,U;CHRS$ 148 
PRINT OVER 1;AT t,u+2:CHRS 146 
GO TO 2040 

oe R ENO UAB, THEN, PRINT 8 INVERSE 1; FLASH 1; "HH": 
PAUSE 2: BEEP 1,0 

PAUSE 2: 
BEEP 5,8 

i=1_OR tcx AND i 
+1: PRINT QUER 2; 

2; INK 2;AT t,U;CHR$ 145 
OQUER 1;AT t-1;u;CHRS 146 
2540 
t>x AND i=1 OR tox AND i 
LET t=t-1: PRINT OVER 4; 
i; INK 2;AT t,U;CHRS$ 143 
OUER 1;AT t+i/u;CHRS 146 
2540 
Sox RENO UAE, FUEN PRINT 8 asd 

T_t,U; INVERSE 1; FLASH 1; "i": 
EEP'1,0: PAUSE 2: BEEP 1, PAUS 
E 2: BEEP .2,0: PAUSE 2: BEEP .8 
,@: BEEP .5,3: BEEP .5,2: BEEP. 
5,2: BEEP’ .5,0: BEEP_.7,0: BEEP 
23,-1: BEEP 1,0: GO TO 4eee 
266@ RETURN 
2999 REM ##*eeeinstructionsss#e% * 
3900 CLS 
3001 PRINT AT 1,0;" 9 MAZE WILL 
BE GENERATED AND“<"“you (B)ARE P LACED IN THE CENTRE." * "YOUR DIRE TION THROUGH THE MAZE" 

3@02_ PRINT AT 4,0; "IS CONTROLLED 
BY THE CURSOR KEYS"* "YOUR OBJEC 

T IS TO EAT ALL _THE “* "TRUFFLES, 
(4) UHICH ARE ABSOLUTELYDELICrOUS 
3@03 PRINT AT_9,0;"HOUEVER A TAS 
MANIAN DEVIL (E} iS%-“AFTER YOU AN 
St! YOU CAN SEND HIM “‘"“BACK TO HIS LAIR BY EATING THE “*“TOASTI 
3 14,12; “SCORING” 

25,4; “TRUFFLES (#) 
16,4;"TORSTIES (m) 

3046 PRINT AT 
SCORE IS S69 AND’You ~ 

27,4;"THE MAXIMUM 
3050 PRINT AT 46,42" WILL BE GRA 
DED AT THE END_-+-Goob LUCK 
S96@ PRINT FLASH 1; BRIGHT 1; AT 
21,4; “PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE’ 
965 BEEP .5,10: BEEP -15,10: BE 
P 125,10: BEEP .15,8: BEEP .35, 

6: BEEP .6,3: BEEP .8,8: BEEP .S 

3 "POOR" 
4805 
TAT 

BEEP .15,8: BEEP’ .5,8: BEEP. 
BEEP .5,13: BEEP (25,13: 6B 

=15,135: BEEP .5,12: BEEP .S, BEEP .5,8: BEEP’.25,8: BEEP 15,6: BEEP’.5,10: BEEP’.25,8: 5 -15,6: BEEP .5,8: BEEP .25,6 
BEEP .15,5: BEEP’2,3 

4212 PRINT AT @,4; "AGAIN? uvsn“ 
$915 IF INKEYs “n* THEN Go TO 40 
4920 IF INKEY$="y" THEN CLS : GO 

TO 4 
4935 IF INKEY$<>"“y" AND INKEYS$<¢> 
“n* THEN GO TO 4012 
404@ STOP 
S999 REM #eeee2Generate mazexxxe 
e 
60@@ PAUSE 30: PRINT AT_10,5; “PL 
EASE WAIT A MOMENT! ": PAUSE SO 
$910 DIM msi2i, 3a) 
S015 Ler wy 
6019 LET @ ¢ 
EgzStFietzit 

ms 6a20 

IF ug$<>"" THEN GO To 3e70 
REM 42524eeVa (USTIONZEEEEE 
PRINT AT @,8;s5: PAUSE 100 
PRINT AT_@,28;hs 
IF hs<s THEN (ET hs=s 
PRINT AT @,28;hs 
IF $<18@ THEN’ PRINT AT 0,16 
IF s>99 AND s<2@@ THEN PRIN 

(a) 
2) 
= 
3 Ler 
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ea a rE a 
PROGRAMS 

* * 
x =< 

‘MisMsMs ss ss 

a 

Dee ae 

o, Ns it i} i. nm 4 
= aoe 
5130_L! i homeme 

oe foi 

Pa wis oi 

Or: % a a i ut wer aars eB 

2 
a: 

a: 
? 
> 
Fie 
> 
hie} 

re 7 

» opmoy ae Me * 91 : * a z ae ier: Solis a is 

sagraphicss#sseee 
TO 4: READ d$ 

1@ FOR n=0 TO 7: READ a: POKE 
USR d$tn.a 
7020 NEXT n: NEXT b 
2050 DATA “A",6,24,9,122,26,14,4 

“ ,36,24,69,126,60,36 
C",16,24,144,94,88,13 

36,62, 169,189, 
7000 

You'll score 1,000 points for 
every frog you guide to safety. 
When first RUN there is a 

short delay and then the name 
of the program will be displayed 
in large letters with a rolling 
effect. 

How it works 
4-17 initialise 
18-40 main game routine 
1000-1010 game end 
2000-2010 frog saved 
3000-3010 high score routine 
7000-7090 rolling titles 
7100-7200 instructions 
8000-8100 sub-routine for init 

ialisation 
9000-9015 SAVE 
9100-9210 user-defined graphics 

When you press a key the 
screen will clear and the 
instructions will be scrolled 
‘across the screen. 

The frog starts at the bottom 
and the cursor keys are used to 
guide him to a randomly 
positioned hole at the top. 

Considering all the objects 
that are moving at any one 
time, the program is relatively 
fast. 

There has to be at least three 
spaces between each vehicle in 
the strings to make the game 
possible to play. 

The longer the strings aS, bS 
and ¢$ the more smoothly the 
game will run, But remember 
that the string aS must be longer 
than the other two. 

Note: to type in lines 7080 to 
7085 just type 7080 and EDIT 
it, changing the line number by 
‘one each time, 

Variables 
£8 number of goes left 
NS high score name 
a§ lorries 
bS cars 
¢§ “thing” between hedges 
wS instructions 
(x,y) co-ordinates of frogs 
FS frogs saved 
M FOR...NEXT loops in BEEPs 
$ score 
HS high score 
array X$ program title 

LET y=19 
LET asi: 
LET a=ati.5: 
PRINT AT Ux 

“€°RAT VIX 
S AND Ysz 

20 PRINT AT 
4 

Sietace WZ+POO! 

1000 
24 PRINT_AT 14, 

26 _IF SCREENS 
N FOR a=1 76 7: 
K_aj"@": PAUSE 
1600 

27 _LET x= 
2) = CINKEY $ 

4 GO_SUB 9200 5 cLs 
g,n8 LET HS=4500: LET Ng="R. HOUT 

7 GO TO se00 
& BORDER @: PAPER O: CLS 

10 LET 3$="emm mm came 
= — 
ai # . #, 

tt t *, * a 

* # = fut af = Ea = = = = = 
= om om 
LET aS=age"e™: 

LET x=15 
LET bsLEN be 

if’ SCREENS 
THEN GO TG 

T 2j;A$la_ TO a+Sis 
BS’ PRINT AT yok" 

(Gx -2) cr" 
PRINT AT 9.x; 

29 LET y=y+(INKEY 

LET b&=bg+"* 

3 (BRIGHT 

mDer 
INK 7 

* THES 

@; INK 2; BRIGH 

“ THE 
IN 

NEXT 3: 60° TO 

"AND X< 
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Co 
SPECTRUM PROGRAMS 

@) SLINKEY $2°-77 GND 79) 
IF ag(a+sa) “THEN GO TO 

17” 
49 GO TO 16 

1000 IF 5>H5 THEN GO SUB sooo 
1001_IF f=5 THEN PRINT FLASH 1; 
INK 5; “UNLUCKY YOU LOST ALL YOUR 
TQOES PRESS ONY (KEY TO PLAY AGA 

“> PAUSE @: PAUSE OG: RUN 
Td10 FOR Mzi@ TO @ STEP -1: BEEP 

: LET _f=fea: 

RND*30): NEXT m: LET 5=5+1000:"L 
ET FS=FS+1; PRINT AT 9,0; BRIGHT 

1; INKS; “SCORE ":SiAT ,Xj 5 
NK BiMAS GAT Y XE" SAT 22,26; SFR 
Ogs SAVED: “jrS: PRINT AT 1,x;" 
2010 Pi AT 1,9 INK 4 SRIGHT 

_— a animes ia 
3000 CLS : PRINT AT 20,0; INK 6; 
FLASH 1; “CONGRATULATIONS YOU HA 

VE BEATEN THE HIGH SCORE WHICH WU 
AS “jHS;". YOUR SCORE WAS “; 5; 
CET W526: "INPUT INK 4; “TYPE YOUR 
NAME PLEASE”; NG 

3919 GO TO 8000 7000 DIM X#(5, 50) 
7001 INK (RND#7) +2: PRINT AT 5,5 

2030 LET XS 
_ 

XS(2) =" ie ee BOD 
X$(3d= Put fie 
X$ (4) = BOD Se” Soe 
X$(5) =" 

7340 Go TO 70Bo- 
7060 FOR a=1 TO 5: PRINT AT Sta, 
5) X$(ai{ TO 23) NEXT 3: BEEP .6 
1) (RND*40) 
Zg68 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GO TO (72 
a 
7068 RETURN 
7060 LET be 

#0 
fa ™ 4 

Peete ear 

mc~ 

> Ge 
mm 
rax 

TO ne TO n#TOnea 

m 

mc~ mc~ mc~ 

PAG: FAG 

nce 
Aan ma 
Fee a a a ae 
em wen ee 
AX OAR OAX—O: 

S LET b$=Xx$ (5) 
LET _X$ (4) =xX$ (3) 

dr LET X#(2) i] 

22; INK 5; 
@; BRIGHT 1; “FROGGés* 

OR A=1 TO 100: PRINT AT 15 
FLASH 1; “INSTRUCT IONS" NEX 

YOU HAVE THREE CHANG ES TO GET_AS MANY FROGS ACROSS T HE ROAD AS POSSIBLE....YOU CAN & E_RUN DOUN BY _THE PASSING TRUCKS AND CARS....IF YOU GO TOO NEAR 
THE HEDGES YOU COULD BE KILLED}! 
7180 Let" Becusen 

ARE ALS! i MOUING BETHEEN THE HEDGES FNSE 

CAN KILL You. * 
USE THE CURSOR 

KEYS TO MOVE IN THE DIRECTION 
S INDICATED” 
7151 LET Ug=Use™ 

PRESS A KEY 
PRESS 9 KEY 
PRESS A KEY" 

7155 LET Ug=v$+" S 
06D LUCK 

* 
40 FOR W=i TO LEN We: PRINT IN K 6;8T 18,0;0$t) TO 0452). IF US (W451) =" * THEN GO TG 7150 

7idi BEEP .O5,CODE W#i+51) -60 7150 IF Wg lh+5S) =" se" THEN RETURN 
7252 PRINT AT 16,913; FLASH 1; BR 
IGHT 1; INK 7; 0$i0+52) 
7155 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GO TO 5 

GO TO 5002 7160 NEXT Uv 
2200 RETURN. 
6080 GO_TG 7000 

cLs 
PRINT aT oO 

1, (RND #9) +203 
5018, aaah ATS Se 

sos tet a3.) iia '¢ PRIN 
T AT 21,0; 1% 
5030 LET 5=@0000: LET FS=0 
940 PRINT AT @,@; BRIGHT 1; INK 
55 “SCORE “; SAT 21,10; “FROGS AVED “FS 
O50 PRINT 82,87 0.9. sricuT 
NK 

HS 2 
@0 60 Tos ry 

@00 SAVE “FROGS” LINE 1 
235 RUN 
180 DAT 25,25,75,95,62,25,42,6 

REM Ask 
110 DATA 0,29,125,127,127,125,2 

@: REM Bs 
120 DATA 0,255,255,255,255,255, 
255.0: REM “C 
130 DATA 0,6,255,65,170,255,0,0 

$180" DATA 102,102,254, 127,127,225 
-202.102: REM Ex 

gise 6 OBTR 166,109, 166,105, 166,10 
22 27 e4.170,219,2 
3200 = SQ: FOR 5=0 T 
O 7. READ N: POKE USR CHRS Att. t 

NEXT _6: NEXT A 
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SHIPSHAPES (3+) 
SAMSARETY (5+) 
MUSIC (74) 
BLOCKBUSTER (7 >) 
Available for Spectrum, BBC and 
Commodore 64 computers 

putertu ei 
No 1 Golden Square. Ls 



TheName_ - 
For Quality 

And | 
Innovation 

Writtén by a fJight simulator instructor and pilot. 

Superb graphics. comm@pore @ vic 20 16k £7.95 
TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. ‘29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KEM (0322) 92513/8 
MAIL ORDER: 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O. ACCESS/VISA 50p POSTAGE & PACKAGING 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Hell Driver 
32K BBC £7.95 

Program Power, 
Allerton, Leeds 

dearth of good 
driving games for the BBC for a 
long time, so it was with some 
interest that I started to play this. 
It’s a copy of the arcade game 
where you drive through a maze 
of narrow streets to collect flags 

Mazecube 
48K Spectrum 

£4.99 
PAL, Freepost, London SE12 
Mazecube will intrigue you for a 
very long time! Contained in this 
program, which occupies both 
sides, are 24 3D cubes. On the six 
faces of each is a maze, varying 
in complexity. The choice is 
yours. 

Your task is to negotiate your 
litle man around, aze 
collecting money; £48 is spread 
about for the taking. As you take 
the cash, however, a gate appears 
behind you, preventing you using 
the same path again. Bank all 
£48 and you join the list of 
champions. And to bank the lot, 
you have to rotate the cube to 
‘walk over the other faces! Some 
very careful thinking is required, 

Delivery 
32K BBC £7.50 

Quebec Marketing, Little 
Bealings, Woodbridge, Suffolk 
1P13 6LT 
‘Most cassette covers give a false 
impression of the game. Delivery 
is one of these. A nice picture of 
aa delivery van speeding round a 
corner. Nothing like the game. 
However, there are plenty of 

(or pass checkpoints). It’s made 
more difficult by fire engines and 
ambulances which speed about 
nd easier by the radar screen 

which gives you the location of 
the flags on a streetless. plan: 
This means that you can only get 
to the approximate location from 
the radar before going to the 
main screen and darting about. 

The game lacks that extra 
feature to make it addictive. The 
graphics are basic and in very 

This sounds quite easy, and it 
is, until you see all of the mazes! 
Some are fiendishly cunning, 
with money which must be 
collected, but no obvious path. 
The answer is to walk onto the 
neighbouring face, then walk 
back along a different path, 
There are even tunnels through 
the cube leading to the opposite 
face. 

The program is certainly fast 
enough, and the graphics 
Presentation very clever 
Addictive and unusual, Maze: 
cube is excellent value for 
money D.M. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

90% 
95%, 
80% 
100% 

kkk kk 

instructions. 
The game is in BASIC and 

takes a while to load. Once 
loaded the user is held waiting 
for another two minutes while a 
road system is devised. 

‘On the screen there is a map 
showing positions of different 
shops, a compass, a small 
diagram of each junction you 
reach and a space for your c 
driver’s comments. And they 
aren't very nice either. 

Brag 
48K Spectrum 

£4.95 
T. Lebon, Little Brays, Brays 
La, Rochford, Essex SS4 3RP 

Brag is essentially a game of 
bluff, or as the author of the 
Program puts it, “the ability to 
‘outpsyche your opponents” 
Your opponents here are a bunch 
of characters called Wild Bill, 
The Kid and Puggy. If you want 
to be pedantic I suppose you 
could say you are really playing 
computer, but believe me, after a 
few games you really do seem to 
be playing them. 

You can control the type of 
game cach will play, from sheer 
bluff to mathematically precise. 
Or, a far better option, you can 

few colours — the streets contain 
no houses and roads are simply 
blue bands. The control keys are 
not easy either. You are given the 
option of changing these but the 
routine to do so doesn't work 
properly! 
Tam disappointed with this 
ume and will stick to Superior’s 

OCP, PO Box 99, Oxford 

An impressively 
Maing. @ 
rogram featine 

Biter 
options Separate 

visting 

a menu of 
is including 

ding ey 
Bi 

inter. mode. 
Thess, and re 
Add 10, thi 

re oct you wish, 

‘Queen, 
comprehensive 

The map consists of r 
-placed letters. Each represents & 
shop. You are given a list of what 
you have to deliver and where to. 
Information on the roads ete. is 
given at the bottom. When a 
hazard occurs you can avoid 
danger if you hit M. Police chase 
you if you break the speed limit 

The great disadvantage is lack 
of graphics. Your co-driver’s 
comments add a little more 
interest, but they become 

Roa 
hour in the driving se 

instructions 
playability 

value for money 

n 

remove Your 
id you can 

this 

repetitive 
the game competing with the rest 
of the market 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

let the computer decide who 
plays what type of hand, making 
for a far more natural type of 

You do have a disadvantage: 
your winnings are limited to 
£1,000 whereas the rest have no 
limit. Shuffling takes about 15 
seconds, and I played one game 
of 44 hands in one hour. If you 
like Brag, this will give you as 
good a game as most humans. It 
is possible to beat the computer, 
but not as consistently as_you 
would like. BB, 

instructions 
playability graphics 
value for money 

kk Kk ke 

85% 
100% 
75% 
80% 

Runner when 1 itch for an 
D.C. 
10% 
60% 
400% 
40% 

phics 

Riny erie Turk?” This was a 

out however, that Mikrogen’® 

Master 
‘offers similar 

very similar too. Me 

‘one is 
upwards 
minutes anc 
too al 
Spectrum, in 

100% 
100% 
95% 
659% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 

alue for money 

s of play Hs con ievel 

At £7.50 1 can’t see 

D.B. 

85% 
60% 
150% 
30% 



a LSE se 
ONE MAN’S VIEW 

Play Dallas 
on your 64 

Although I don’t often review games here, occasionally there’s 
one that catches my eye. 

‘Now I’m not personally interested in Dallas — the TV 
series, not the city — but, knowing the mania for the 
programme, I thought you might be. 

From Datasoft comes an offering called Dallas Quest, 
which uses characters from the show itself. Using text, high 
resolution graphics, strategy and luck, it begins with the player 
inside the Texas mansion, Southfork. 

Soon the game leads you to the South American jungle in 
‘your hope to get close to and out-think J.R. Ewing. You take 
the role of a detective whose job it is to find a missing map 
giving the location of a rich oil field. Each’successful challenge 
in the many scenes leads you one step closer to finding the map. 

___ Perhaps a bit cornball in the plot department, but what can 
you expect? Look at the show on which the game is modelled. 

Anyway, don’t want to project too many of my personal 
feelings. The game costs $34.95 and is available from Datasoft 
Inc, 9421 Winnetka Avenue, Chatsworth, California 91311. 
(213) 701-5161. 

Some interesting new software packages for the Commodore 64 
have just been announced. Human Engineered Software (HES) 
has reached a marketing agreement with Microsoft and will be 
‘marketing Multiplan, which is the excellent second-generation 
‘financial spreadsheet program originally developed for the IBM 
‘PC. The package is planned to be sold for under $100, several 
times less than what the IBM version sells for, yet will retain 
‘most of the same capabilities. This program alone would justify 
the purchase of a 64. It should be available to you through any 
HES dealer, or by contacting them directly at Human 
Engineered ‘Software, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, 
California 94005, (415) 468-4111. 

‘A company called Inkwell Systems has introduced a 
‘graphics package that is coupled with a light pen for the 64. 
Called Flexdraw, it allows its users to do pencil-on-paper types 
of operations using the full speed and high resolution graphics 
apabilities ofthe machine. All generated graphics can be stored 
on disc and edited or recalled when convenient. They can also be 
‘screen- or file-dumped out to a compatible printer. The 
resolution of the package is excellent and reasonably priced. 
You can contact Inkwell Systems at 7760 Vickers Street, San 
Diego, California 92138, (619) 268-8792. 

Oscar is an optical bar-code reader for the 64 which carries 
a list price of $79.95. The device is made by Databar 
Corporation, which intends to market bar-code software and 
also plans to publish a magazine, called Databar, expected to 
include bar-code programs. You can contact Databar Corp. at 
(ones anne Circle, Eden Prairie MN 55344. (612) 

Commodore has initiated donations, grants and an information 
programme all targeted for schools and various state 
departments of education. One of its programmes, called 
Commodore Resources in Education With States (CREWS), is 
designed to assist schools with training, selecting software, and 
developing the use of computers in education. The firm has also 
developed Education Resource Centres in schools using 
Commodore computers. Each centre shares curriculum, 
software, and training with the communities their school serves 
4as well as being linked with other such centres via modem. 

That’s it for this week. See you here again in seven days. 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California. 

Software: 
tell us more 

Incontrast with the superb illustrations on the front of software 
cassettes the instructions lurking beneath their glossy veneer are 
usually very disappointing. 

The obvious limitation for software producers is space. The 
small amount of literary material that can be crammed into the 
casing means that for complicated programs which need more 
than the legend ‘Switch On and Load’’ we have to contend with 
‘microscopic writing printed on half-a-dozen sheets which unfold 
like a street map of London. 

This does not inspire anyone to actually sit down and read 
the instructions before commencing to blast aliens out of their 
electronic nightmares, At the best of times it is difficult to take 
‘more than a passing glance at the instructions, particularly when 
you obtain a brand new cassette. But when they look 
unattractive and are written in such a terse manner, then it is 
difficult to take any interest in them at all! 

Yer the instructions can be the source of a great deal of 
information that can either add 10 your enjoyment of a game or 
help you understand the intricacies of programs which have 
more serious applications. 

As an alternative to the instructions we now get which look 
as if they have been delivered by pigeon post, wouldn't it be 
better for more cassettes to be issued with an instructional 
booklet? This could be in a magazine format, and could contian 
diagrams, photographs and other illustrative material which 
could illuminate the darker aspects of the program. This and 
additional material in the text, such as tips on how to obtain the 
best scores, or tackle certain situations, or a list of the record 
scores, etc., could easily liven up the purely practical objective 
of telling you how to load the tape and which keys to press. 

In this way the instructions would actually encourage you 
to play the tape and learn to use it to its full advantage in a far 
better way than trial and error. 

Surely it is within the capacity of software houses to 
produce and distribute this material which would greatly 
enhance both the presentation and utilisation of their products? 

Another advantage of such instruction booklets would be 
to help potential buyers assess the virtues in detail before parting 
with cash. This would be advantageous to people who have to 
buy software from shops which have very limited facilities for 
demonstrations and, more than likely, swarms of people 
Sighting for attention. 

If companies are worried about the extra cost of such 
booklets then they could use the room available to advertise 
their other products — they would be certain that their message 
is being delivered to the right people. 

An additional feature could be biographies and details of 
the program designer and/or details about how (s)he dreamed- 
up the ideas which are included in the program and information 
about the software house itself. 

The question software companies ought to ask themselves 
is: “Are most computer users content with the enigmatic slips of 
paper that allege to be instructions which are supplied with 
cassettes now, or would they prefer detailed and entertaining 
instructional booklets?” 

Glynn Watson 
Althorpe, South Humberside 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your opinions or 
‘experiences. Contributions from individuals earn a fee. Send your views 
to Paul Liptrot, Editor, Home Computing Weekly, No.1 Golden 
Square, London WIR 3AB 
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DRAWING NEARER-THE 
ULTIMATE ADVENTURE? 

FIVE MILLION BARBARIANS 
AN ARMY OR TWO OF PERSIANS 

SEVERAL THOUSAND UPSET ARMENIANS 
FIFTY LEGIONS OF eRe ITALIANS 

In your shops soon for Atari, BBC, Spectrum and Commodore 64 

AFTER THIS EVERYTHING ELSE WILL SEEM LIKE CHILDS PLAY! 

ASP SOFTWARE 

A member of the Argus Press Software Group 

Clearly More Adventurous 



JLC DATA DUPLICATION 
CASSETTES — DISCS — EPROMS 
* 7 YEARS DATA EXPERIENCE * 
x HIGH LEVEL OF SECURITY * + 
* NORMALLY NO MASTERING FEE * = Texas 
»* NORMALLY 7-10 DAY TURNAROUND * CES ! 

%* 24 HOUR TURNAROUND SUPERFAST Srrikes Haro! 
SERVICE IF REQUIRED 

Cassette Duplication — for most micros. 
Dise Duplication — 35, 40, 80 track S/S, D/S, S/D, 

yD. 
Eprom Duplication — most types 
All data verified. : ens: 
Blank Cassettes, Discs, Eproms — bulk sales only. raed 
Blank Labels — most colours — bulk sales only. 
Labels in sheets or rolls. 

* NEWSERVICE * 
Letter-heads and forms in rolls or fanfold for 
computer printing 

Telephone: (0226) 87707 24 hours 
7 days a week 

iso supply over 100 different 
TY 

Enquiries and accounts to: 
JLC DATA, 49 CASTLE STREET, BARNSLEY, 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE $70 1NT 

In the interests of security, callers without appointments or proof 
‘of company status will not be seen. 

Football Manager 
Designed by Kevin Toms 
Some of the features of the game: 
* Matches in 3D graphics 

* Transfer market * Promotion and 

relegation * FA. Cup matches * 

Injury problems * Full league 
tables * Four Divisions fj 

* Pick your own team 
foreach match. * As 

CENTRAL HALL many seasons as you 
like * Managerial 

WESTMINSTER ° 
rating * 7 skill levels LONDON SW1 r 

= * Save game facility. 

e * ZX81 Chart 

Saturday 21 April 10a.m. to 6p.m. ome Comouling Weetly 
Software, Hardware, Peripherals and bits for all micros. 18.63 ona 141/63. 

Free unbiased advice from the club stands. Bring-and-Buy 
Sale Auction. Robotics Conference. Education 

Conference. Network Features 
Admission — Adults £2.00 Under 12's £1.00 

Avoid the queue - For advance tickets, write enclosing 
cheque made payable to Computer Marketplace 

Exhibitions) Ltd. at 20 Orange Street, London WC2H 7ED 
A SHOW FOR ALL THE FAMILY, 

DESIGNED FOR THEM AND THEIR MICROS 
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TI-99/4A SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Hoppitt 
£4.95 

Warwick, 40 Kingsway, Newby, 
Scarborough, Yorks 

This otherwise good Frogger- 
type game is marred by the fact 
that the BREAK key has been 
disabled, so you have to make 
sure you write out the 
instructions (and watch out for 
fall-through due to some poor 
keyboard scans). To re-start you 
hhave to quit and reload. This can 
take quite a few minutes, so 
unless you know the way round 
the protection facility of 
Extended BASIC and can 
therefore re-instate BREAK you 
will have to put up with it 

A feature of the initialisation 
is that you can elect to choose 
your own keys. The display is 

Radar Defence 
£5 

Pauline Programs, from Stain. 
less, 10 Alstone Road, Stockport 

line of 
you to 

against 
Given the 

BASIC, the 

Another ina long 
programs which urge 
defend yourself 
marauding aliens. 
deficiencies of TI 

Virgin, 61-63 Portobello 
London W11 3DD 

Rd, 

A good value package compris: 
three arcade-type | games. 

Golf, offering one to 18 holes, 
has all the ingredients, such as 
type of iron and hazards like 
trees, water and sand bunkers. 
You' select iron, direction and 
strength and then drive by 
Dressing the space bar. 

Nuclear Disaster. made me 
think of other similarly-named 
games, but I found it to be 
different. You see the plan of a 
building giving positions of a 
leaking reactor, decontamination 
chamber and a room containing 
door sealing blocks. Scattered 
about are scientists for you to 

Bar Graph 
£3.50 

B, Jackson, 21 Roman Way, 
New Balderton, Newark, Notts 
NG24 3AU 

Displaying data with histograms 
is usually easier when the bars 
are PRINTed on the screen. It 
can be quite a challenge to write 
& program to provide vertici 
bars with pixel precision. You 

rescue by pushing them 
into 
chamber: 
the building with 
before earth is contam 

quite good, although some 
characters look a little anorexic 

There are a number of hazards 
while conducting 10 frogs in turn 
across the road and river — for 
one the turtles and ducks can 
become bright red and treacher- 
ously frog-eating. A few extra 
items make this version 
different, but in the end it boils 
down to'**who's got the highest 
score?" There are five levels, but 
the fastest is breakneck and I see 
no point in playing at such a 
speed, Needs Extended BASIC 
Speech, joysticks optional. P.B. 

80% 
80% 80°; 
50% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

graphics and keyboard scanning 
are above aveage, although the 
instructions are sparse but 
adequate. 

There are three screens of 
aliens attacking you one at a time 
— this owes more to the slowness 
of TI BASIC than to any alie 
chivalry — and you control your 
defending base (one of three) 
throught the keyboard. There is 
a force field which can be used a 

singly, 
decontamintion 

Then you have to seal 
the 

Sea Wolf puts you’ in 
command of a submarine, With 
20 torpedoes you have to destroy 
the et 
the view through a periscope and 
a radar scanner — dive fast if 
you see the destroyer. 

With 
leaflet and on screen, 1 found 
this collection entertain and good 

ny ships. You are given 

full instructions on a 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value fo money 

xk kK 

need a range of ‘caps’ for the 
bars and calculations must be 
performed. 

This produces main bodies for 
the bars, then goes over them 
again adding the caps, which can 
look a little disconcerting. You 
can create upto 10 different 
T2-element histograms, each 
named by a letter, and each 
allowing you to title X and Y 
axes. You can enter values 0.02 
— 9999999 and it will auto- 
matically rescale, choosing the 

maximum of three times to 
provide protection, and you can 
fire at and destroy the aliens, 
although some do fire back 
There are additional hazards in 
the shape of invisible aliens, but 
it is fairly easy to find’ and 
destroy them, especially since 
some cannot ‘resist firing and 
iving themselves away 

The “radar” is actually more 
of a gimmick than any real help, 
often pointing in the wrong 
direction. The aim is to score as 

Planner 
FIOOE 3.50 

21 Roman Way, B. Jackson. 
New Balderton, 
NG24 3AL 

Newark, 

is falls into a ate 
Teams al those 
coikely to have 
uafeation and appeal 
appro oor planning i 
arty then obviously 
Seating. with that 
felp. This. one 
Milw You (0 3° 
from a builtin 

ratte, doors, beds 
wag single, ables. 
ang ese of name, 
Eitine the shape of, 
objects, and 
room. Relative. sizes 
metric units — 
Someone is using 

subject 

library 

but 

good 10 
the 

best range for presentation. A 
multiplication factor is displayed 
with each graph to indicate the 
relationship of the scale 
displayed to the actual axis. 
There are a number of options. 

The calculations are done 
surprisingly quickly. It is 
possible to store your data on 
tape, and to retrieve it, creating a 
limited but powerful graphics 
presentation facility. If only the 
tape transfer rate was higher this 
would make a valuable graphics 

Notts 

gory which 
programs 

a general it you «big 
ving program 

ect. will 
a sprites tO 

yoor ether items 
ints, 

P Rouble 
chairs and ‘Ot 
your own 

we oate them in & 
are given 

tool for conferences ete. 
Extended BASIC. 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

kkk 

many points as you can bu 
usual, once you stop playing and 
switch off, you'll have to rely on. 
a friend 'to vouch for your 
ability P.B, 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 

jue for money 

70% 
90% 
75% 
65% 

unfamiiar systet — 
fag be orientated (0 

The documen: 
m quite good, even ISLE 

mi auiatines and. thelt 
main foactice more 

functions ses ought 10 adoPt 
soar ie pertaps due 10, 

Pritude, {found the 
teat to. under 

aout items 
the. block 

all 

sensible i 

into this 
hhave been mot Cisewnere, Needs aged 
BASIC 

100% 
50% 70% 
90% 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

in 
see 

more 

Needs 
P.B. 
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90% 
90% 
80% 



=A discount off our Peoria 
~valid 1 year on orders over £18 



The Zork challenges you to do 
battle, Can you meet the 
challenge? Fire off 150 
successful shots before you 
crash or two opposing wires 
touch, causing a reaction. 
Move up and down and fire 

left and right. If two wires 
touch the circuit is complete 
and the Zork comes on to de- 
atomize you. You can never run 
‘out of fire power. 

You may, if in serious danger 
of de-atomization, press the 
“chicken” key. This clears the 
entire screen of wires — but it 
can only be used three times. 

Here's a few tips: 

Shoot at the wires closest to 
you. Not only does this ensure 
that it doesn’t touch the 
‘opposing wire, but shooting 
from a short range means you'll 
get in more shots. 

If you see a shot has missed you 
needn’t wait until it hits the wall 
before firing another — press 
any key while the laser is in the 
air and it will then cancel out. 
You cannot move while the 
laser is airborne. 

Use the chicken key at the last 
moment, as soon as there is a 
gap of one wire between wires. 

Don't wait too long between 
shots. It’s only moderately 
difficult to defeat the Zork. 
However, if you find it toa 
difficult decrease the number of 
shots needed to win, 150, in line 
702. On the other hand, if you 
find it too easy increase that 
number, 

How it works 
10-76 set up graphics 
80-120 move spaceship 
130-180 set up chicken graphics 
190-220 put chickens on screen 
230-285 set up ‘*Reactor"” sprites 
260-288 set up title screen 
280-325 read keyboard 
330-390 victory tune and message 
‘400-490 chicken key pressed: clear 
500-570 add extra bit of wire 
{600-620 move laser 
700-770 successful shot at wire 
800-870 Zork appears and kills you 
{900-925 Reactor theme music 
990+ daa for sprites, character, 

Will you take 
up the 

challenge 
from The 

Zork? 
If you fail to stop the wires 
touching you'll have to face 
The Zork — and he's reall 

mean. Stephen Dell wrote this 
zany game for uae Commodore 

Your controls: 

A oup comma left 

Z down —_fullstop right 

left arrow chicken key 

If you lose, your score and 
your percentage victory is 
displayed. Score is time 
survived times the number of 
successful shots. 

@ We have inserted REMs in 
lines above the control 
characters as a guide to typing 
in the program, These REMs 
should not be entered. 

Variables 
¥ spaceship 
SZ. chickens left 
LIQ), 1200)/Z1%), Z2(X) start 

location of wires left, right/ 
position of wires left, right 

A/D position/direction ‘of space- 
ship 

VP position/direction of laser 
10 colour memory start 
TIS time survived (auto 

increases) 
¥ is laser i 
L random wire to lengthen 
§ number of successful shots 
1,X,N temporary 

Tops 
variables for 

ES4276, 65° POKES4275,5 
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5, 8: POKESS: 
EXT POKES4276, 64 

Chess-players with a 48K Spec- 
trum will find this program ideal 
if they are stuck for a partner. 

I have seen other chess 
games for computers, but as far 
as | am concerned, this is the best 
so far, and should give hours of 
enjoymentto the chess buff. B.B. 

* 
93% 
100% 

graphics 73% 
value for money 100% 

nik kK kK 

* 

Masterchess— the 
= EN 
PHONE YOUR VISA 
OR ACCESS 
NUMBER UTIL resin ee 427317 

Available from leading retailers 
for direct from Mikro-Gen please 
‘make cheque/PO payable to Mikro-Gen 
4.add 40p post & packing per order) 

...and now it’s even 
better, with these 
new features: 

Unique digital chess clock. 
Automatically records time taken 
by player and computer 
On-screen indication of total 
possible moves 
Interrupt facility- forces 
computer to play current 

best move 
Opening book of over 5,000 moves! 

game for the real player £6. 05, 

NG D» 53s 
MIKRO-GEN, 1 Devonshire Cottages, London Rd, Bracknell RG12 2TQ 
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48K SPECTRUM FRED 48K SPECTRUM 
Author: Indescomp (1) RAYMOND BRIGGS’ (1) 

Action beneath the THE SNOWMAN 
Pyramids! Author: David Shea 
Fearless Fred the ‘An enchanting game based 
Intrepid Archaeologist around episodes of Raymond 
searches the creepy Briggs’ amazingly successful 
catacombs below book 
the torrid tomb of 
‘Tootiecarmoon for the 
terrible treasures amidst 
monstrous mummies, 
ghastly ghosts, bats 
and rats! 

COMMODORE 64 
BOOGABOO (THE FLEA) 
Author: Indescomp 1) 

Itchy action! 
Jump your way out of the 
caves with Bugaboo the flea 
but beware of the fearsome 
Dragon as you jump around 
the exotic vegetation. 

“anette 
RAYMOND, BRIG 

‘Runs ont 

Willie, Horace,Cuthbert. 

yoniad, THOMA 
ReorruN > 

| [Dont worry \ 
| LIONEL will 

[| change that & \ 

LIONEL AND (ie 

THE LADDERS, 

<s 

computers 

Send PO/Cheque to (Redon © Garcnears Te: 092 az2543 
INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 
Granbrook Road, Tenterden Kent TN3O 6UJ 

Games to remember 
SEND S.A. FOR OUR SUPER GAMES LIST 
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Exuary Home Computer Con Sila Reson, Sosa Senn 

INTRIGUE. te! 25900 «726 

ES abit SSE rice : 

FREC aii 

All games marketed exclusively by Quicksilva Limited. 
Please send me the games | have ticked. 
enclose cheque/P.O. for — 
‘Send to Quicksilva Mail Order, 
P.O. Box6, 
Wimborne, Dorset BA21 7PY. 
Telephone: (0202) 891744 
Name 
Address 

WARNING: These programs 
QUICKSILVA Li's terms of 
Copies of which are 

@ sold according to 
Ind condor of sale 

BASIC £5.95 

A SELECTION OF INTRIGUE SOFTWARE STOCKISTS: 

Rete b Barcayeard To (705) 508 
wt Commer Stites amon Sens & Bariaycard Ter W708 70572 

row Set stra ‘Sous, Treen, 
‘Reco © Beccayard Tol: (068) 81828 

Sofware Cty Serge Rowe, London, SW Sus 



TI-994A PROGRAMS 

Your job is to destroy the weeds 
by moving over them. But don’t 
run over a flower or the trail of 
poison you leave behind or you 
will lose one of your three lives. 

With every move another 
flower appears and you'll have 
to be careful that they do not 
block your path before you run 
out of time, set at the beginning 
of the game. 

If you clear all the weeds you 
move onto the next stage where 
there are more weeds, less time 
and more flowers to avoid. 

Use the arrow keys to move 

your man. 

Destroy the 

try some 
sums 

A game and a test for 
youngsters written for the 
unexpanded TI-994A by Cara 

and Paul Leathley 

How it works 
10-70 clear screen, display title 

t time limit 
T20s170 define. characters, 

colours. 
180 set screen white 
190-220 set variables 
230-410 position weeds, flowers 

and man 
420-430 check time'not exceeded 
440-810 detect keypresses, print 

new positions, leave trail 
820-880 print new flower after 

‘each move 
‘890 check man does not leave 

screen 
920-930 checks for hit on flower, 
940-960 all weeds cleared’? 
970-1010 deduct one life, make 

‘sound 
1020-1060 prepare more weeds, 

flowers for next st 
1070-1130 time up routine 

1@ CALL CLEAR 1140-1220 lost three lives rout- 

2@ PRINT TABC9 >, "“akEOREROAOORK" ie oe ea 
3@ PRINT TABC9);"* WEED KILLER 
4@ PRINT TAB( 90) “UEOKGEKaK” 
5@ PRINT 
6@ FOR D=i To 75a 
78 NEXT D 
6@ CALL CLEAR 
9@ INPUT "TIME LIMIT 7°:LIM 
1@@ LIv=: 
119 CALL CLEAR 
12@ CALL CHAR 96, "1s197CS41a705410" > 
130 CALL CHAR( 126, "193CFF183C246666" > 
14@ CALL CHAR 145, "13307ESC1D49zA1C" > 
15@ CALL COLOR(S. 4,16) 
i6@ CALL COLOR 13.9, 16> 422 CALLHCHARCF.G. 12 
i7@ CALL COLOR< 15,14, 16> 49@ IF TeLIM THEN loz 
180 CALL SCREEN 16> 448 CALL KEY¢3/K)S) 
190 N=6e@ 450 IF S=@ THEN 418 
288 Hees 468 IF K4>83 THEN S42 
218 Meo 470 GeG-1 
220 Ts 482 GOSUB 7386 
232 FOR I=1 TO H 490 IF G<@ THEN Soa 
24@ RANDOMIZE 5a Gee 
25@ RSINT(RNDAZE +2 3i@ GOTO 410 
260 S2@ CALL HCHARCF.G+1. 46> 
ara IF ¢Re2e 7k. BS SQ THEN 243 53@ GOTO 419 
28@ CALL HCHARSA,8. 95> 540 IF K<>68 THEN 
258 NEXT I 55@ GeG+1 
3@@ FOR J=1 TON 56@ GOSUB 730 
31@ RANDOMIZE 57@ IF G>31 THEN 388 ELSE saa 
328 C=INTCRNDAZS 242 588 Ge3i 
B3@ D=INT¢RNDKSO 942 599 GOTO 410 
34Q IF (C=229%6D=3Q THEN 312 6@@ CALL HCHARCF,G-1,46) 
35@ CALL GCHARCS,0.E> 612 GOTO 410 
360 IF E=96 THEN 318 620 IF K<>69 THEN 706 
37@ CALL HCHARC C.D. 145) 630 FeF-1 
388 NEXT J 64 GOSUB 780 
398 Feee Si <2 THEN 668 ELSE 6a eee ose 656 Hale EN 669 ELSE GAO 

412 TaT+h 678 GOTO 419 
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TI-994A PROGRAMS 

68a 
690 
788 
7ia 
72a 
738 
740 
75a 
76a 
778 

780 
798 
6a 
619 

CALL HCHARY F+1,0,46> 
GOTO 416 
IF K<>86 THEN 416 
FerF+1 
GOSUB 76a 
IF F>23 THEN 748 ELSE 760 
Fees 
GOTO 414 
CALL HCHAR(F-1-6.46> 
GOTO 416 

RANDOMIZE 
YeINTC RNDAZE +2 
Z= INTC RNDK3G +2 
CALL GCHARS Y.Z,W> 
IF W=96 THEN 786 
CALL HCHARS Y.Z, 1452 
IF (G62 946 G31 240 FM 2 46 FES 
RETURN 
CALL GCHARCF,G.%> 
IF (#145 0+¢ X=46 THEN 920 
IF %=96 THEN 698 ELSE 910 
MeM+t 
IF M#H THEN 971 
RETURN 
LIVSLIV-1 
CALL HCHARCF.G, 125) 
CALL SOUNDS -750,11@,0,111.0,112,0) 

OTHEN 850 ELSE 86a 

IF LIV#@ THEN 1896 
RETURN 
CALL CLEAR 
HeH+5 
HeN+S 
LIMSLIM-<LIM/182 
GOTO 210 
CALL CLEAR 
CALL SOUND< -1880,118,0,111,8,112.8> 
Ms="T IME UlP a 
FOR I=1 TO LENC MS) 
CALL HCHAR( 11, 1+6.ASCK SEGSCMS.1,199> 
NEXT I 
GOTO 1148 
CALL CLEAR 
M$="YOU LOST YOUR 3 LIVES 
FOR I=1 TO LEN<MS> 
CALL HCHARS 11,1+5,ASC¢ SEGSC MS, 1.1999 
NEXT I 
PRINT "ANOTHER GAME? PRESS *Y’" 
CALL KEY¢3.K,S> 
IF S*@ THEN 1159 
IF K=89 THEN 68 ELSE 1180 

Designed to test addition and 
subtration skills for children of 
pre-school age and above, the 
range of numbers in this 
program may be changed by 
altering the values of A and B in 
lines 430 and 440. 

First the child’s name is 
entered and then the choice is 
for addition or subtraction 
sums. 

The sum is repeated 10 times 
and a score out of 10 is 
displayed. 

70-90 assign igh blue colour to 
character sets 2-12 

100. Boro: instruction subrout- 

noi define characters 
clear screen, print Eric 

oa assign random values to 

450-300 check for addiion/sub- 
traction, GOTO appropriate 
line 

10-40 print addition sum 
80-560 check for corret/Incor- 
5900730 ‘correct answer routine 
740-900 incorrect answer routine 
310-980 PRINT AT subroutine 
960-970 input name 
990-1200 screen, instruc- 

tions 
121041340 choose addition, sub- 

tr 
1350-1390 subtraction sum sub- 

routine 
1400-1490 end of 10 

subroutine, option 
test 

juestion 
for new 

‘Hints on conversion 
TI BASIC is fairly standard but 
has some unique graphics 
commands, some of which are 
detailed below. The screen is 
made up of 32 columns and 24 

CALL CLEAR clears screen 
Replaca with 15 oralaii 

machines 
CALL CHAR redefines an 

ASCII character with a 
‘sixteen digit hex string derived 
from an 8 x 8 gri 

CALL HCHAR (R,C,ASCID) 
places a character at row R 
and column C on the screen 
and optionally repeats it 

tal 
CALL VoHaR similar to 

but repeats chara- 

GEHAR (R,CX) repeus 
the ASCII code to variable X 
of screen position R 
Similar toa screen PEEK on 

ALL KEY G,K,S) places th I the 
oNoie of the ke ided into 

the variable K. Similar to 



TI-994A PROGRAMS 

18 REM hbbonSEOG OOO 788 SC=SC+1 
28 REM % ERIC ADDS UP * 71@ FOR D=1 TO 75 
38 REM aR OOOOIORE 720 NEXT D 

48 REM 738 GOTO 570 

5S@ REM BY PAUL LEATHLEY 748 CALL HCHARS 11,6,130> 

60 CALL SCREEN‘ 16? 75@ CALL HCHARC 11, 11,131? 
70 FOR C=2 TO 12 768 CALL HCHARC6, 7,188) 
8@ CALL COLORCC,5, 16> 77@ CALL HCHAR‘6, 19, 180) 
98 NEXT C 788 CALL HCHARCS, 16,128) 

108 GOSUB 960 798 CALL SQUND(~190@, 119,9,111,0/112,.8) 

11@ CALL CHAR< 97, "1010101010101010"> 800 C=14 

128 CALL CHARC 98. "@aaQQarFF” > 818 R=1S 
13@ CALL CHARC 99, "eeeegaega9gR0eFF" > 820 MS="HARD LUCK "&NS 
148 CALL CHARS 128, "1928444444443808" > 838 GOSUB 912 

15@ CALL CHARS 108, "99006824438" > 842 Ca=14 
160 CALL CHAR( 130, "012040810" > 852 R=16 
170 CALL CHARC 131, "6640201908" > 862 MS="THE ANSWER IS "&STRSCG> 

160 FOR J=1 TO 10 878 GOSUB 912 
198 CALL CLEAR 880 FOR D=1 TO 750 
200 PRINT " JOR" 89@ NEXT D 
218 PRINT " bbbbbbbb” 98@ GOTO S7@ 

918 FOR I=1 TO LEN 220 PRINT “kkoRSORORK 
920 CALL HCHARCR C+1, 30) 23@ PRINT " a a 

249 PRINT" a~ ~ a 932 CALL HCHARCR, C+1, ASC6SEGS(MS, 1,192 
250 PRINT" a@ @a 948 NEXT I 
260 PRINT " a 2 958 RETURN 
27@ PRINT" a -N a& " 960 CALL CLEAR 

280 PRINT” a x F 970 INPUT “WHAT IS YOUR NAMET" «NS 

290 PRINT" a cecc a * 988 GOSUB 1216 
300 PRINT" a a” 990 CALL CLEAR 
31@ PRINT " Neeces si 100@ PRINT "HI "iN® 

320 PRINT " aa 2: 1@1@ PRINT “aan” 

330 PRINT " /bbbbbbs " 1020 PRINT 

340 PRINT " a/bbbb a" 1@30 PRINT "SOON YOU WILL MEET ERIC." 

358 PRINT " sal AMas " 1049 PRINT 

36@ PRINT" aa aa " 1058 PRINT "ERIC IS NOT TOO GOOD AT" 
378. PRINT " \SERIC+/ " 1060 PRINT 

386 PRINT " (\\bb~7) " 107@ PRINT "SUMS SO YOU WILL HAYE TO” 

390 PRINT " aa’ ‘eR 1068 PRINT 

400 PRINT " aad daa “ 1090 PRINT "HELP HIM, IF YOU GET THE" 

418 PRINT " ccc ccc" 1108 PRINT 

428 RANDOMIZE 111@ PRINT "SUM RIGHT HE WILL SMILE" 

430 A=INTCRNDK1G) 1128 PRINT 

440 B= INTC RND*1G> 113@ PRINT "BUT IF YOU ARE WRONG HE" 

450 IF (P=2.*%(ACBOTHEN 420 1140 PRINT 

468 IF P=1 THEN 478 ELSE 490 115@ PRINT "WILL START TO CRY." 

470 G=eA+B 116@ PRINT 

482 GOTO 510 117@ PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO START" 

490 G=A-B 118@ CALL KEY¢@,K,S> 

$@@ GOTO 135¢ ’]z 
518 C#19 EE?’ 
520 R=9 
53Q MS=STRECA DK" + "ASTREC BR" =" 
540 GOSUB 910 
550 INPUT T 
560 IF T=G THEN 59@ ELSE 743 
570 NEXT J 
568 GOTO 1400 
590 CALL HCHARC 10,6,92) 
608 CALL HCHARC1@, 11,47) 
610 CALL HCHAR(5S,7,32,4> 
62 CALL HCHAR<4,7,126> 
63@ CALL HCHAR( 4,19, 126> 
64@ CALL SOUND< 106,587, 1,888. 1,.748,1) 
65@ CALL SOUND< 1980, 587, 1,886.1,749,1) 
669 C=14 
678 Re1S 
682 MS="WELL DONE "&NS 
698 GOSUB $12 
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TI-994A PROGRAMS 

1198 IF S=® THEN 1189 
1280 RETURN 
1210 PRINT 
1220 PRINT "WHAT DO YOU WANT TO 
1238 PRINT 
1248 PRINT "PRESS 
1250 PRINT 
1268 PRINT "1 TO DO ADDS” 
1278 PRINT "2 TO DO TAKE AWAYS 
1280 CALL KEY(@,K,S) 
1290 IF K=49 THEN 1310 
1360 IF K=5@ THEN 1330 ELse 1280 
1310 P=1 
1328 RETURN 
1330 P=2 
134@ RETURN 
1358 C#19 
1360 R=9 
1378 MS=STRECA DR" - "RSTREC BIE" = 
1380 GOSUB 910 
1398 GOTO 5590 
14@@ CALL CLEAR 
1418 PRINT "YOU'VE DONE YOUR QUESTIONS" 
142@ PRINT 
143@ PRINT "AND SCORED"; SCs" OUT OF 19” 
1448 PRINT 
145@ PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO START AGAIN. 
1468 CALL KEYC@,K,S> 
1470 IF S=@ THEN 1469 ELSE 1489 
1488 SC=0 
149@ GOTO 10 

POSTERN'S =" 
LATEST CHALLENGE. 
Combining the best of two alien 
worlds on one mind-blowing cassette. 

£7.95 Seren 
Postern Ltd, PO Box 2, Andoversford, 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL54 SSW 

fea} SPECTRUM 
48K 

POSTERN 
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Ed & FOR UPTO 4 PLAY! 

GEOGRAPHY 
FOR ANY 48K ZX SPECTRUM 

£5.95 
DISTRIBUTORS / DEALERS ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

TELEPHONE: 051-263-8521/2 



ARARE OPPORTUNITY 
AWAITS YOU 
AS THE LEADER OF ANEW 
SOFTWARE HOUSE 
So, who are we? 
We are already a major publishing house located to the 
west of London, whose books are read world-wide for 
enjoyment. We aim to repeat this success in home 
computer software, where we see our potential as lying 
in the education and entertainment areas. 

And who are you? 
Well, we are looking for someone outside our present 
industry to join us and to collect around him or her a 
small team of home computer fanatics so that we can 
realise our ambitions. It is difficult for us to describe the 
background and experience of the person we are 
looking for. You may now be employed full ime in some 
educational post or be the ideas person in one of the top 
games software houses. The spanis as great as that. 
Whoever you are, you must live computer software and 
be abreast of what is happening in the industry and 
preferably have proven experience in at least one 
assembly language. 

Needless to say, we are offering a very attractive salary 
and a company car. 
Ifyou are interested, why not write to us at: 
Bill Hayhurst, 
Corgi Books 
Century House, 
61-63 Uxbridge Road, 
London W5 5SA, 

ONLY 

c14-95t 

CENTRONICS say 
INTERFACE FOR THE 
COMMODORE 64 AZTEC SOFTWARE 

17 Station Road, Mi onty £29.90 1, 
West Yorkshire WF14 8LN 

BBC/ORIC DRAGON 
ONLY £12.99 inc VAT & PEP TRADE & EXPORT ENQUIRIES 

WELCOME tel. 0928 492826. 

O 

CRL Plumbs the depths 
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EDU-GAME is anew conceptin 
education. Various subjects are 
covered by different tapes including 
sequential programmes in Spelling 
and Maths — to 5th year High School 
level. When you have finished your 
lesson reward yourself with a FREE 
game on the other side. 

VIC 20 
VALUED AT ONLY 

£599 
INCL. VAT AND POST | 
AND PACKAGING. | 

STOP PRESS; 
Yes we're ready — choose now from 
over 50 educational programmes 
designed for the CBM 64. 

CBM 64 FOR ONLY £599 
POST AND 
PACKAGING. 

DISTRIBUTED BY: 

Software 

Runnymede Malt House Room 18 
Runnymede Road Egham Surrey TW20 980 

Telephone Egham (0784) 34377 Telex $1978 

\Cut-pri' 

»MMODORE 

INCL. VAT AND 

PLEASE SEND FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON YOUR 
PROGRAMMES: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 



Ea SL Te 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Percy must squash the bugs by 
pushing ice blocks at them. This 
is much more difficult than it 

Eskimo Eddie 
48K £6.90 

Ocean, Ralli Building, Stanley SOUNdS, particularly asthe blocks 
ieutharter M3 end to melt atthe wrong 

Ep epmncrister SE moments. The bugs move ver 
A. beautifully drawn loading itelligently, and itis not long 

before our hi » bites the snow 
This second screen is very 

attractive and the animation well 
up to Ultimate standard. But it 

screen heralds the start of this 
very cute copy of Pengo, one of 
the best but lesser known arcade 

‘Decan’s colourful version ek the addictive quality oft 
employs delightful graphics, flaties “¥ b colour and tunes through ts two YOU fatten a bug, he comes back 
screens of Artic action. Firstly, immediately, and very angry 
Eddie must rescue Percy Penguin ™aking the game rath 
from the clutches of a rather Pointless. 
docile Polar bear, named , Nevertheless, a game well 
Growler. For some reason you  W0Fth looking at se 
have to do this three times before 
the next stage. Here you — istructions bes 
mysteriously change bodies and Playability on 
play Percy, trying to score points 8r@Phics es 
while avoiding the dreaded Yall for money mm 
Snowbugs, which looked to me 
like’ frozen custard pies with kk Kk 

the universe, This gan 
to do it 
myself 

Brad Blasts 
the Galactic 
Barbarians 
48K £5.90 

Express Marketing, 73. Watery 
La, Birmingham B9 4HN 

¢ invites us 
so I prepared 

another cosmic for 
challenge. 
Somehow the dreaded Galactic 

Barbarians have discovered a 
deadly new super-power seru 
As bold Brad your job is to 
destroy the serum before poor 
old earth is once again wiped 

Between fearless Brad and the 
I don’t know about you, but I'm 
getting just a little tired of saving 

of different 

heavy. Each scre 
of an arcade game, 
hold the attention for 
Unfortunately 

long. 

smooth graphics. The 

halt when you try to manoeuvre. 
Should you n Winged 

Warlords 
age to unseat 

topples to the 
£5.95 ground, awaiting the return of 

his well-trained mount. Then he 
CDS, 10 Westfield Cl, Tickhill, takes to the skies with a 
Doncaster, S. Yorks DNI1 9LA’ vei e. A particularly letha 

an enemy h 

sd eagle skims across the 
Quite simply, this is the best landscape from time to time Version of the arcade game Joust. My only criticism of this 
you are likely to see on your outstanding the 
Spectrum, charact defined 

This would 
added the final touch of 

osphere to a game which kept 
me up well into the night. TB. 

m of the ostrich-ousting 
int Your trusty steed (in 

a winged horse) and dc 
battle with the dirk lords of the 
skies, trying to unseat these 
masters of myth before their 
lance finds its m 

The original idea is very well 
reproduced here. But before you 
can do battle with the cosmic 
cavaliers you need to tame your 
steed. The stallion seems to have 
a will of its own, screeching to a 

have 

908 
graphics 
value for money 

kk KK 

e likes of red ants 
2 rats, and the only 

way to rid the allotmes 
unwelcome vis 
on them with your sandals. At 

Pedro 
48K £5.50 

Imagine, $ Sir Thomas St, Liver 
pool L1 6BW the same time Pedro must 
Poor old Pedro has no time fora replace munched magnolias and 
siesta in this entertaining and tty to brick up the garden 

den is under entrances. Occasionally a shabby 
‘of malicious _tramp slinks into the garden and 

intent on _ makes a dash for Pedro's box of 
seeds, and must be chased off 

Sounds hectic? It is, and is 
very difficult. The villainous 

novel game. His 
attack b 
Mexican meanies 
serumping his prize blooms. 

Pedro bustles around trying 
desperately to protect his little 

Lyversof 
pool LI Wn 

1 doubt if any 
bitcaly loadin 

ons. The. inlay, card 

bs but which keys’ 

imore so because ther 
‘of memory left sp 

The game is of 

in the shape of birds, 

is confirmed by 
every now and ag 
time off from 
bombs to sweep dow 

n scurry about under your 
king it very difficult to 

pon them. For me, the third 
sereen is the hardest: I simply 

not bring myself to squash 

Perhaps this is why I usually 
come to an early end, to be 

full overtures of 

very good game, but 
Thave seen from the not the bes 

Imagine stable. 
TB. 
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stand no less than five 
hostile 

beasties to blast into oblivion 
before your eyelids become too 

s a fair copy 
but does not 

devoted to the length of the 
at the expense of 

intro 
duction sequence is nice though 
and, if you are anything of a 

will stir_ you imo 

nderhawks 
ThysK £5.95 

66 Lime Street, Liver 

this roweaM, 

SY eyboard oF a 
option P This lack 

usable, all 
eis quile 

space 
invaders ik, with the antagonists 

hawks. That they are are 

ain they take 
raining down 
to get You 

soar, stamp 
and squash 

You're challenged to send all 
manner of meanies to their 
doom in the latest batch of 
games for the Spectrum 

action, 

en though 
sustained addictiveness, 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Value for money 

it lacks 
T.B. 
750% 
60% 
55% 
70% 

The actions Tor retaliatory 
OF quite sow 
shot down 

After endutin 
the hawks you a 
pace ship 
spenonary. while 
Hato, Your return 

and, 
first layer at de 

All h 
of fame feature 

kind. Pity 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Ema 

nably 
aks 
that 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

juite smooth except 
fire, which starts 
and only speeds 
more hawks are 

creens of two screen! 
re faced with @ 

which 

n fire erodes 

the underbelly of the space ship, 
ah 1 penett 

ahinoughy centre, it sill 
bed me. There isa 4 

tombe Tradds up to the 
most user unfriendly 8 

unloading 

‘ated the 

Iso no hall 

fame of its 
BB. 

0% 
759% 
7590 
50% 

80% 
65% 
13% 
80% 
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[ SUPER SAVERS 

SPECTRUM COMMODORE 64 

CLASSIC ADVENTURE £ 6.10 FLIGHTSIMULATOR £8.70 

HOBBIT £13.10 HOBBIT £13.10 

ALCHEMIST £4.80 CRAZY KONG £6.12 

SKULL £6.10 FABULOUSWANDA £6.95 

GLUGGLUG £5.20 OMEGA RUN £698 

FREEZ BEES £5.20 FLYINGFEATHERS £6.12 

For comprehensive catalogue 

Send SAE to 

LAWTON LTD 

16 COATES CLOSE 
BRIGHTON HILL 
BASINGSTOKE RG22 4EE 

48K SPECTRUM 
‘An educational game to rival the best game you ever 
played 
FEATURING 
Addictive game format 
4 levels of game play + 4 levels of spelling. 
Create your own word lists or use internal list. 

Superb 3-dimensional animated graphics. 
Fast and smooth machine-code action 
Top score display 
Game pause 

Great enjoyment for all ages, this game could be a 
best seller if marketed as an ordinary games pro- 

gram. Try it and see. 

Price £5.95 inc postage from 

CAMEL MICROS 
33a Commercial Road, Weymouth, Dorset. 
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HAVING TROUBLE 
OBTAINING QUALITY 
COMPUTER LENGTH 
CASSETTES? ... 

JP MAGNETICS CAN SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM 

10 x C.15 for £4.50 + 50p P&P 
CASH WITH ORDER 

We are specialists in the supply of bulk 

custom wound audio/computer cassettes 

TRADE AND EDUCATION 
ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

VERY COMPETITIVE RATES AVAILABLE 
— CONTACT US FOR PRICE LIST/ 

QUOTATIONS NOW 

0274.731651 

JP MAGNETICS LTD 
UNIT 4, 7 MARY ST, BRADFORD BD4 8SW 

TEL: (0274) 731651 

TI-99/4A [ELizag TI-99/4A 
DADDIE’S HOT ROD (BASIC) £5.95 
Drive through sheep fields, woods, over rivers and avoid all 
obstacles, then pick up hitch-hikers down perilously twisting roads. 
HCW gave five stars. 
HUNCHBACK HAVOCK (BASIC) £5. 
Arcade action in TI-BASIC! Race with Egor through 24 different 
sheets. Superb graphics and great fun. 
THE BLACK TOWER (BASIC) £5.95 
Unlock the mysteries of the black tower and rescue the Lady Gwen 
in our latest full 16K adventure. Addictive and entertaining 
BATTLESTAR ATTACK (EXT-BASIC) £6.95 
Stop the battlestar before it blows up you home planet. A fast game 
with excellent graphics. HCW gave five stars and said: ‘even at 
level one a very addictive game’ 

‘Send cheque or P.O. to 
LANTERN SOFTWARE, 

4 Haffenden Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6QD 
or SAE for full list. Look out for our products at your TI retailer 

TI-994A SOFTWARE 
Two great games for the unexpanded TI-99/4A 

PILOT £5.95 
A great new flight simulation game for one player. Options for take-off, landing 
for in Might. Graphics display of landing strip, terrain map, instrument panel 
Pull instructions included. Graphics and sound 
TI TREK £5.95 
Defeat the Klingon invasion feet. Includes $ skill levels, graphies quadrant 

n torpedoes, long range scans, and much display, 8 x 8 galaxy, pliasors, phot 
more. Full instructions included. Gi 
TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK 
35 programs readyto type into 

hice and sound, 

4A, including 3-D Maze, 
Lunar Lander, Horse Race, Inva many more 
Send cheque or P.O. or teleph for immediate despatch 
Please add S0p p&p to order 10 post f 

APEX SOFTWARE 
Hastings Road, St, Leonards-on-Sea, 

[ne rm nom . Sussex TN38 SEA 
Tel. Hastings (0428) $3283 



In HCW 31 I presented a set of 
machine code input routines for 
the ZX81. [have now rewritten 
them completely for the 
Spectrum making the most of 
the machine’s features. 

The inputs I required needed 
to be virtually self checking and 
idiot proof, they also needed to 
perform the following tasks: 

© Wait for any valid key to be 
pressed 

© Check for any valid key 
pressed within a time limit 

© Get a sequence of valid 
characters from the key- 
board 

A. bonus routine became 
available from the code to allow 
a ‘press any key’” input. 

The secret of validating the 
keys pressed lies in telling the 
computer which keys are 
acceptable before calling the 
Toutes, “The machine then 
checks the key pressed against, 
cach of the specified keys and 
rejects invalid inputs, 

So that the programmer can 
alter the valid keys within the 
program yet allow the computer 
to find them easily, the string 
variable C$ should be DIM- 
ensioned in the first line of the 
program. 

The length of this string 
needs to be calculated by 
counting the maximum number 
of valid keys at any time Plus 
two. 

So, to allow for all the 
alphabet: DIM ¢S(28) = 26 
letters + 2, 

The two extra places are for 
special markers to let the 
machine know that it has 
reached the end of the valid key 
list, and in the string input 
routine to signal return to 
BASIC (ENTER code). 

The Inputs program has been 
written to operate on either 16 
or 48K machines by lowering 
RAMtop 201 bytes below the 
UDG area, Line 10 does this 
then assigns the variables a and 
b to this address and prints it 
for your information. 

Lines 20 to 50 read the 
machine code routines from the 
DATA statements (lines 1000 
-1030) and POKE them into 
memory, displaying the address 
of each one, 

Line 55 informs you where 
the string of characters inputed 
will be stored. 

Lines 60 to 90 make the 
adjustments necessary to allow 
for 16 or 48K. This also makes 
it possible to relocate the code 
by specifying the address in line 
10 and seting variables a and b 
accordingly. 

‘Once you have entered the 
code I suggest you SAVE it. If 
you have made only one error in 
the numbers then you could 
lose the lot. 

idiot-proof 
INPUTS for 

your 
Spectrum 

self-checki Elder's advice on ing INPUT for your 
own programs and even the 

most ham-fisted players won't 
go wrong 

Run the program and jot 
down the information displayed 
(or COPY on a printer). The 
48K addresses are shown in 
figure 1. We are now ready to 
test it. 

Using the program 
First, type NEW — the actual 
code’is safe above RAMtop — 
and enter the line: 
10 DIM cS(12) 

Thave used a length of 12 for 
demonstration purposes only. 
Calculate the value you need as 
explained earlier. 

In all the following tests 1 
have used the 48K addresses. 
Substitute the 16K values as 
required. Should any test fail 
re-load the program and check 
it carefully. 

Press any key routine. 
Enter LET K = USR 65168 
The computer should sit 

there doing nothing until you 
press a key when the 0 OK 
report should appear. 

Press a single valid key 
First set the valid keys by 

adding a line: 
20 LET c$ = “‘agp*” 

The number of leters must 
not exceed the length of CS and 
must include the “*”” at the end 
as this is the computer's end of 
valid keys to check marker. 

Also the upper or lower case 
mode must correspond — it's 
no good checking for “‘agp"” if 
the machine is in CAPS LOCK! 
Now call the routine by lines: 

30 LET k = USR 65189 
40 PRINT k 

If you now run the program 
the Spectrum should wait until 
you press one of the specified 
keys, a, g or p. All other keys 
including BREAK should be 
inoperative. 
A very useful feature of the 

routine is that the value 
returned is in relat 
key’s position in cS, 
returned for a, 3 for 

This means that it is very 
versatile in use in a program as 
you can use lines like: 
50 GO TO USR 65189*100 
60 IF USR 65189 = 2 THEN.. 

(Do not enter these lines for 
testing.) 

This feature also applies to 
the timed input routine, except 
the value 0 is returned if no key 
is pressed in time. 

Timed Input 
Use exactly the same as the 
previous routine only change 
line 30 to LET k = USR 65224 

Instead of waiting forever for 
a correct key to be pressed, the 
routine returns after a brief 

Listing for Spectrum INPUT routines 
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This pause can be 
lengthened or shortened by 
POKEing a value to the start 
address, plus 68, with a number 
from 1 (no pause) to 255 (long. 
pause, e.g. On 48K, POKE 
(65168 + 68),1 

pause. 

String Input 
cS must contain the valid keys 
plus a space and the ''*”". A. 
space at the start is needed if 
you want the routine to cater 
for a space in the input, 

The end space is replaced 
with the code for ENTER so 
that the computer knows when 
to return to BASIC. This is 
done by counting that 
characters in the string 
including the last space — say n 
characters — and including the 

RS 13, code LET eS(n) = CH) 
For example: 
20 LET c§ = “abcdefgh 

LET c§(9) = CHRS 13 
To call this routine it is 

necessary to use the following 
code as a subroutine or line, 
because we now have to unpack 
the characters stored in the 
string address into a string 
variable. 

L used aS, but any variable 
will do. 
A very useful feature of this 

code is that the input can be 
directed to any part of the 
screen. 
30 LET aS =“: PRINT AT 

0,0; 
40 FOR i = 0 TO USR 65276-2 
50 LET aS = aS + CHRS 

(PEEK [65316 + i]) 
60 NEXT i 

Now that you have your 
code, checked it and want to 
use it, I suggest that you new 
the program to remove any test 
lines and enter: 
1 REManykey = 65168 
2 REM waitkey = 65189 
3. REMtimekey = 65224 
4REMstrinp = 65276 
SREMchars = 65316 
10 DIM cS$(n): REM n = max 

no. of chars + 2 
9989 STOP 
9990 SAVE ‘‘progname” 

LINE 9995: SAVE ‘‘code”’ 
CODE 65168,200 

9995 CLEAR USR ‘‘a” ~201; 
LOAD “”’ CODE : RUN 

To save this short BASIC 
program and your machine 
code, type GOTO 9990. The 
program and code will save in 
two blocks and on reloading 
will set up RAMtop, load in the 
machine code and auto run. 
Of course the program will 

always stop with the undefined 
variable report in line 10 until 
you replace n with the vale you 
require. 

‘Now all you have to do is 
write your own pro} ‘incor- 
porating these routines. 



Le 
SPECTRUM PROGRAMMING 

4G FOR i TO 52: READ x: POKE 

a,x! LET a=a+i: NEXT i: PRINT * 

"String Input routine at "ja 

5@ FOR i=1 TO 39: READ x: POKE 

a,x: LET a=a+i: NEXT PRINT ” 

7?"To save code type :" SAVE "* 

inputs"" CODE ";b;",298" 

55 PRINT ’’’"String Input char 

acters start"’"at address "s;b+14 

8 

6@ LET a@h=INT (b/256): LET a@ 

1=b-256%aGh: LET alh=INT ((b+6)/ 

256): LET all=(b+6)-256#alh: LET 

a2h=INT ((b+4%1)/256): LET a21=( 

b+11)-256%a2h 

7@ POKE b+22,all: POKE b+23,al 
ht POKE b+27,a21: POKE b+28,a2h: 
POKE b+32,a@1: POKE b+33,adh 
8@ POKE b+27,a1l1: POKE b+S8,al 

ht POKE b+62,a21: POKE b+63,a2h 
POKE b+71,a@1: POKE b+72,adh 
9@ POKE b+114, (b+148)-256*INT 

((b+148)/256): POKE b+115,INT (( 
b+148)/256): POKE b+122, (b+21)-2 
S6*INT ((b+21)/256): POKE b+123, 
INT ((b+21)/256) 
1998 DATA 205, 142,2,14,9,32,299, 
205,38,3,48, 244, 21,95, 295,51,3,2 
1,62,9,201 
1919 DATA 33,9,9,54,249,33,9,9,5 
4,244, 205,9,9,1,6,9,42,75,92,9,1 
4,1,198,208,87,62,42,199,122,49, 
235,35,3,24,243 
1928 DATA 33,6,9,54,11,33,9,9,54 
36,17, @,16,213,205,9,9,1,6,5,42, 
75,92,9,14, 1,198, 48, 13,87,62,92, 
199, 122,48,4,35,3,24,242,14,9,2 
9,120,177, 192, 27,122,179,32, 218, 
281 
1938 DATA 62,2,205,1,22,33,9,,1 
31,8, 229,197, 205,9,9,193, 225,119 
335,254, 13,200,3, 215, 229,197,205 
3142, 2,14,8,205,39,3,56,246,24,2 
30 

SPECTRUM SAVERS 

Discounts off a vast range of Spectrum software. 
Over 70 Software Houses on our list 

Bargains on a wide range of hardware & books 

Sample Prices 
Spectrum 48K .. 
Disc Drive & Interface 

£119.95 inc. VAT 
£230.00 inc. VAT 

Send large S.A.E. for catalogue to 

RAMTOPS, 47 BROOM LANE, LEVENSHULME, 
MANCHESTER M19 2TX TEL. 061 442 5603 

THE QMEGA RUN 

The Last Flight 
to Armagedon 

CRL EXCITING FLIGHT SIMULATION GAME 

Timeless Software 

Wy ve TI 99/44 Extended Basic Software 
Blackbeards Treasure Cat. No. T.4 £7.95 

a program laying wish they had purchased a 
Cat. No. T.11 £8.95 

TIMELESS SOFTWARE 
3 Bridgend, Fauldhouse, West Lothian, Scotland EH47 SHF 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Oasis, Alexandra Parade, 
Weston-Super-Mare, Avon BS23 
10 
ABASIC compiler which aims to 
speed up your programs by using 
an interpreter. However it’s not 
easy and I wouldn't recommend 
this for the faint-hearted. 
There are three parts: 

controller, machine code 
compiler and linker. You first 
renumber the BASIC program 
from 0 in increments of 1, then 
save an ASCII copy. Next, load 
the compiler and debug’ your 
program. This can be very 
frustrating as you scan the error 
codes, make notes and continue. 
You then need to reload the 
original program, alter it and go 
through the motions again, If 
you get through the debugging stage unscathed your program is 

Tasword 
48K Spectrum 

£13.90 
‘Tasman, 17 Hartley Cres, Leeds 
LS6 2LL 

Although this may appear to be 
‘expensive, believe me it isn’t 
when you consider what you get 
If you really want to use your 

Finance 
Manager — 

Plus 80 
48K Spectrum 

£19.95 
OCP, PO Box 99, Oxford 
Like all OCP programs, the 
presentation is superb with a 
tough, hinged-lid storage box, 
containing a well written 
manual, and the cassette in a 
moulded plastic tray, with a 
similar space for the daia cassette 
which you create using the 
program. 

Entirely in machine code, this 
super-fast software is designed to 
handle double entry accounts for 
business or home. You can 
control up to. 25S sources of 
destinations for money and 
analyse them. The limit on 
individual inputs is Ip less than 
£10,000, and each account can 
handle just short of a million. 

Full Screen 
Editor/ 

Assembier 
Spectrum 

£9.95 
OCP, PO Box 99, Oxford 

Used in conjunction with OCP’s 
Machine Code Test Tool, this is 
‘an impressive piece of software. 
You enter your machine code 

compiled and 
option of 
EXECuting 
considerable. 

There are limitations. Most 
important is that it will not 
support floating point so your 
Program must contain whole 
numbers. Work is continuing to 
remedy this. There are many 
other drawbacks in using Oasis 
BASIC as not all Dragon BASIC 
‘commands are compatible. 

All is not lost, however, as the 
compiler takes your BASIC 
Program and prints to screen or 
Printer complete with error 
messages. And there is a very 
comprehensive manual 

Well worthwhile. 

you have the 
saving and/or 
The reward is 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

kk Kk 

‘Spectrum, as opposed to merely 
playing, this is for you, 

Using Tasword, your 
Spectrum suddenly acquires 64 
characters per line, and becomes 
a typewriter, with the screen as 
the paper. You can then type, 
edit and delete words to your 
heart’s content. The text is 
automatically filled out with 
spaces to produce a neat block 
appearance. If you want to add 

You can also merge, delete, 
edit and re-name accounts, 

amend and delete 
ns, and standing orders 

can be manipulated. With this 
Plus-80 version, printer output 
is through the Kempston 
Centronics interface to a full size 
Printer, for really professional 
documents. You are however 
limited to cassette. It won't 
service Microdrives or the ZX 
Printer 

Superbly produced, fast, well 
documented and user friendly. 
Al software should be like this 

jut there’s an enormous price 
differential to drive a full size 
printer. The standard version, at 
£8.95, is super value for money 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

xxx 

and data in the form of 
mnemonics and decimal numbers 
respectively, next to pseudo line 
numbers, and move lines, whole 
routines, change strings and so 
‘on using the editor. Alterations 
and input happen anywhere you 
place the cursor. A buffer holds 
your machine code, the source 
code and, if MCTT is present, 
you can try it out and alter it 
before the next stage. 

The source code is translated 
in two stages and labelled with 

words, the paragraph is 
shaped with one key press. 

articularly useful is the 
facility to move a whole block of 
text from one place to another 
and to search for a word and, for 
example, replace it correctly 
Spelled, again with one press of a 
key 

‘When complete, your text can 
be saved to tape or Microdrive, 
and if you wish, printed out on 

ther a ZX Printer, or any of a 
number of ‘‘proper””_ printers 

re- 

ne code Machi pbs ot 

OCP, PO Box 99, Oxford 

fag ae a tn aa 2m so tec aay a 
beta ko 
Bren 2% So ng tron 
en 

‘Although ‘both instruct 

ae a Sa 
penversion command, and 

a ae a 

If you'r 
this cou! 

instructis 

id t0 

headers to allow loading into the 
area for which it is designed. 
This is now the object code. If, 
however, your source code 
contained errors, the assembler 
will tell you what and where, 
then it’s back to the editor/ 
monitor to sort it out. 

Although superbly presented 
with an excellent manual, don’t 
expect to be a genius in half an 
hour. Real brain bashing is 
required. A test game can be 
examined, altered and assembled 

pine code, 

code 

‘you from crashing and 

ode 

din 
MCTT has 

through 
what's. there. 

fascinating 
novices will allow 

with the correct interface. 
Tasword comes complete with 

a full printed manual, and is 
without doubt, the best utility 1 
have reviewed for the Spectrum. 

D.M. 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 

ue for money 

100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
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You to ee the vals in th 
the va you ca S€8 

CPU ret ode 8 produ 
the desired effect 

is, of COU, 
you don’t under 

a alts of the 
is no good if 
and. the nuts 

instruction se 
Fortunately: egisters. 

. 
and redimes with a small, but 
MEful_ manual, which explain 

set imal, egisers, and many 
exact nrnon 280 instructions 

of the con't rush out and Write 
ect Miner after using this But, 
ManieMyith OCP’s Editor: us 
‘Assembler, 
‘een you reac! 

of 
10 

standard, Jy that a 

ions 
instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

a 
will 

to give you a real k 
Impressive, well documented and 
real value, it also includes a 
character generation program, 

100% 
95% 
100% 
950% 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

MCTT. will help 



EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Educational 
Compendium 
Spectrum £6 

Orwin, 26 Brownlow Rd, Lon: 
don NW10 9QL 

Although well documented, 
there is no hint as to which age 
group this is aimed at. One side 
has three programs. using a 
triangular shape which the very 
young might think is a tortoise. 

Map 
References 

32K BBC £7.50 
LVL, Electron House, Bridge St, 
Sandiacre, Nottingham 

‘Two programs designed to teach 
the use of grid references to 
young people of nine to 16-plus. 
Treasure Island, invites you to 
locate five buried chests by 
specifying six-digit grid 
references. The island is 
displayed with the eastings and 
northings grid overlaid. When 
located, the chests are revealed 
accompanied by a sea shanty. 
Nine attempts are allowed for 
each: If you fail to locate a chest 
its co-ordinates are displayed, 
though it would be useful to see 
the actual chest in position too. 

Artic Patrol is similar, but 

Dungeon, Milton House, 
Johns St, Ashbourne, Derbys 

st 

‘Two musical graphics programs 
for children of nursery school 
age. Counting Rhymes displays a 
menu of five well-known songs 
involving a counting element, 
such as Ten Little Soldiers. 

All follow the same format, but 
do slightly different things. 

The tortoise graphic program 
allows you to guide the tortoise 
around the screen, leaving a tra 
Tortmaze requires you steer it to 
a target diagonally opposite and 
Tortrail involves rubbing out the 
trail, The last two are timed, 

‘On the other side, Equation 
Invaders invites children to fire 
the right sign — multiplication or 
division, addition or subtraction 
— into the correct place in an 

here you are trying to direct your 
helicopter to locate a submarine 
under the polar ice cap searching 
for a place to surface. Unlike 
Treasure Island your guesses are 
not permanently marked on the 
grid making it a little more 
difficult to see where you have 
been. But your guesses are still 
tabulated on the display. If you 
locate the sub your helicopter 
flies to the area and duly 
obliterates it. The action here 
though is anything but smooth. 

Instructions are clear and 
concise and both programs 
achieve their aim quite well. D.H. 
instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

90% 
80% 
75% 
65% 

On choosing the correct 
number, the rhyme is displayed 
and played. After this, there is a 
maths question (simple addition) 
involving the thyme. The rhyme 
is shown in pictures with the 
words underneath. é 

The second program, Number 
Fun, involves a journey through 
a land of nursery rhymes. The 
method of propelling the car 
involves pressing the correct 
number on the keyboard 
corresponding to the number on 

Dungeon, Milton House, 
John St, Ashbourne, Derbys 

St 

Four games with a mathematical 
flavour written by a maths 
teacher. A careful balance 
between educational value and 
entertainment has been tried and 
largely succeeded. The four are 
all within one program, accessed 
by menu, and suitable for 
children aged 10-plus, 

The first, Formuline, is akin to 
noughts and crosses but to fill a 
space you must work out an 
‘equation to equal the number in 
the space on the board. What 
Next? is a sequence game with a 
series of numbers displayed. You 
‘must calculate the next — good 

equation, replacing a 
invader character. 

Reveal is a punctuation 
program in which you “buy” 
Punctuation marks at 10 points 
at a time. You start with $00 
points and there are 20 examples, 
of increasing difficulty, on the 
tape. 

There is also a program which 
allows you to write your own text 
but it is a pity it does not allow 

space 

val 

aK 35.95 7.21 Conway ive Ways Arow, 1721 
Er Sadan wiP 61D 
A comprehensive, 

well-designed 

Sage coming stor Bok, 
cats” book, overlay 

vane. mina brary, cassette 
are to introduc 

box, The serice reading from left 

introduce 
and. to. improv 
ordination. Story Time, 
child listen to 
reading the boot Five activities 

where parent and 
the story while 

book, is followed by 

for mental arithmetic. Reversal 
is, as its name suggests, a game 
where you must reverse a 
collection of digits into their 
original numerical order. Lander 
is a standard text lunar lander 
‘game with more emphasis on the 
calculation of thrust in relation 
to mass, amount of fuel left, 
height and gravitational pull, 

The games are well linked with 
good instructions and have 
educational value, but there are 
few graphics and they are rather 
uninspired. For the 10 year old, 
if weaned off invaders, 
would be of benefit 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

you to choose which letters you 
sh to hide, 
Quite good v 

instructions 
ease of use 
graphics 

lue for money 

g pink or blue 
appear, re overlay signify snap atthe very sigily Ta 
arene layer — causing Ihe 
for cter to dance and. Pl 
cay, Howering after five correct 

Word presents, & 
a lashing Piette 

seigcing @ word; while above 
replactivce, words next 108 
Mointing character, whose, hang 
POKeyed to move — the selectes 
word eyed to the gap. Corres 

‘cause the character to da 
fe word to appear 

and I Jenvies. are, repeated 
using. the Wolf and Red Riding 
Hood. ‘i 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
‘alu for money 

rs in three activities, 
‘where two © 
and Baby, Bear, 
upon which pictures oF Wor 

the giant dice. 
This was a clever idea which 

will help young. children 
recognise numbers. But I feel a 
dice should not have been used 
throughout the whole game. It 
would have been much better 10 
use other forms as well. A minor 
grouse overall, these 
programs are very good value 
and will benefit young children 

CG. 

inst 

era 

racters, Goldilocks 

ea ‘stand on boxes 

ructions 
ease of use 

phics 
value for money 



EDFORDSHIRE 

SOFTWARE ee 
Computer Sofware and 

fe SVA.E for lis 
52A Bromham Road, Bedford 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

CORNV 

YOUR NEAREST 
SOMPUTER 

SPECIALIST. 

BBC * COMMODORE 64 
SPECTRUM * DRAGON 32 

Extensive range of software 
hardware books always in stock 

ESTUARY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS. 
261 Victoria Avenue, Southend, 

Essex. Tol: 0702 43568. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— 

DO YOU WANT MAXIMUM 
BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY? 
— THEN USE OUR SHOPS AND 
DEALERS GUIDE TO ADVERTISE 
YOUR RETAIL/MAIL ORDER 

BUSINESS. 

NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

89 Euston Road, Morecambe, 
Lanes. Tel: (0524-41 1435) 

ALSO OPEN SUNDAYS 

24 The Parade 
Silverdale, Newcastle 

2 0" 

COMPUTASOLVE wo) 
Parade St, Ma 

ts Sarton 
Tel 

i 
‘i390 S138 

Open 9.30-18.30 Mo 

48K SPECTRUM £129.95 

SOMERSET 

SIV 
PHOENIX & 

s 5 SOFTWARE = 
CENTRE 

MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE 
BBC SPECTRUM ETC. 

8 Huish, Yeowi 
Tel: 0896 21724 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

Tel: 01-437 0699, 

Tel. No. (Day) 

Weekly for 
red. 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
{minimum charge 15 words) 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

Massive range of software in stock 
for BBC, COM 64, VIC-20, 
SPECTRUM, DRAGON, 
ELECTRON, ZX81 

Huge stocks of peripherals 
Joysticks, Interfaces, Cassette units, 

Paddles, Introduction series, 
R 

pm. 

For the largest selection of hardware 
‘and software in the area contact 
VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL, SOMERSET 

TEL; 0935 26678 

ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SE 
YOUR BUSINE 
GROW. PHONE 

NOW FOR 
DETAILS ON 
01-437 0699 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
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Lineage: 

35p per word 

All adve 8 in this sect 

Burglar Alarm equipment 
(000 sq.ft. Showrooms or 
phone for your tree 

catalogue. C.W.A.S. Ltd, 100 
Rooley Avenue, Bradford BD6 
IDB, Telephone 0274 731532. 

BOOKS & 
PUBLICATIONS 

Popping, Break dancing. Teach 
yourself, Loose stamp for det 
Dan plications, 136 Monkhill 
Lane, Pontefract WF8 IRT 

Please 
visit our 
write 0} 

READ OUR 
DEALER 

DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEAREST 

‘Superb illustration 01 836 3653 

EASTER COUR: 
FOR CHILDR' 
— Now booking! 

Adult courses as usual 
Ring: COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

318 S488 
4 Lee High Road, Lewisham, 

London SE13 SLO 

Software exchange. ap your used 
soft £1.00 per exchange. 
Spectrum/Dragon only, S.A.E 
please — UKSEC (HCW), 15 
Tunwell Greave heffield SS 9GB. 

Part exchange you 
ware for new titles at half price. 
S.A.E. for details. NCC, 12 York 
Close, Barton, Beds MK45 4QB. 

wanted soft 

The contents of this publication, includi 
Specialist Publications L 
specifically reserved t0 

© 1984 Argus Specialis 
Specialist P 

rublications Lt 
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All rights co 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

jion must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

Orie Software Libs 
hire £1. Annual 
Stamp for li Wilson, 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, Northants. 
‘Commodore 64 game cartridge hire 
from only £1.50 for ten days. 
Details from Cartridge City 

itside Drive, Aberdeen. Tel 
4) 37348 

wards for 
buy ands 
puters 
Business & Computer Service 
294a, Caledonian Road, Londot 
IBA. Tel: 01-607 0157. 

COMMODORE 64 
Software library 

2 weeks hire £1. Annual 
membership £5. Stamp for 
list. Les Wilson, (C) 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, 
Northants. 

KENILWORTH SCT WARE 
TI-99/4A 

PROGRAM RECORDER 
INCLUDING 
INTERFACE LEADS 
SINGLE LEAD, 

9 Dencer Drive, 
Knights Meadow, 
Kenilworth, Warks. 

LIBRARIES 
BBC/Dragon software library 
Membership £5.00 — Tapes £1 
(+23p postage). Stamp for details. 
E. Tucker, 8 Springwood Estat 
Grimston Road, Sough Wootton, 
King’s Lynn, Norfolk 

VIC-20 & 
VECTREX LIBRARY 
now available 

£44.95 
£5.40 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 
Send your requirements to: 
Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

COMMODORE 64. 
GAMES LIBRARY 

weeks hire Spectrum library, 2 
£1.00, membership £5.00. Stamp 
for lists. Hire-Soft, 113 Broomfield 
Road, Marsh, Huddersfield. 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHIN 

SCAN OUR 
SERVIC! J 

SE 

over three years experience 
Sinclair Computer 

ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec 
trum — £18,75. Send with chequi 
PO. TY. Service of Cambridg 
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 

ZX SPECTRUM 
32K RAM Up-Grade 

£23.50 + VAT 
SPECTRUM REPAIRS 

£20.00 + VAT 
MICRO-TEK 
ELECTRONIC 
SERVICES 

01-520 6414 

ZAG) & SPECTRUM REPAIRS ‘ADD ON SPECIALISTS ‘Most COMPUTER COMPONENTS 

London WIR 3AB 

Commodore repairs, By Commo 
dore approved engineers. VIC-20 
modulators £6.50, VIC-20 from 
£14.50, CBM 64 from £18.00, C2N 
from £7.00, printers, disk, etc 
For more details write or tel 
G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burlington 
Road, Burnha 
Tel: (06286) 6 

. Bucks SLI 7BQ. 
696, 

Compucare Sinclair specialists. All 
makes speedily repaired at 
reasonable cost, 20 Shirley Rd, 
Kings Norton, B Phone 
021-458-7188 6-8pm weekdays, 

FOR SALE 
OKI Microline 83A_ printer, 120 
CPS, letter quality printing for only 
£245! Phone Andy, Tonbridge 
(0732) 350981 

ALL YOUR 
CASSETTE NEEDS 

Blank cassettes C15 with case 40p 
Labels in Blue, Wnite or Yellow, 20 for 
360, inlay cards In Blue, Yellow, Red 
Green, Orange or Purple, 20 for 600, LUprary cases 9p each. Postage on 

‘each complete order 609 
Stonehorn Ltd. 59 Mayfield Way, ell, Leicester. LEY 8BL 

Dragon back-up tape cop 
Copies machine code programs 
including most auto-runners. 
Supplied on cassette with 
instructions £3.95 post free from 
K. Innes, 9 Devon Way, Clack: 

jannan FK10 4LD 

SUPER BREAKER 
For the Commodore 64, this utility 
will back-up most popular cassette 
Programs onto tape or disk 
Supplied on cassette with full 
Instructions. For fast turn round of 

peat : nazar || | oes ov rsccossros sn a9 
DUKERIES SOFTWARE . CLARK KENT SOFTWARE 

39 HIGH STREET, o Semsemwesm bers” 28 Noretanes MNIS‘OOG 
WARSOP. STOP PRESS. Tape o disk iy 

NR OTS Tee dae ee 
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APE COPIER 5 
(new version) 

SSTARS FROM THE. 
HOW REVIEW, WITH THREE 

100% RATINGS! 
LERM (DHO), 

16 Stonepit Drive, Cottingham, 
Mkt Harborough. Leics 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

‘Simply the best. Copying any 
isnow as eavy as LOAD) 

ogra a Be a 
up onto afresh tape. Even progr 
that cannot be stopped ean 
Copied. 100 per cent machine 
Prints file names. Copies headerles 

CTRUM KOPYKAT uses 00} 
atca so full ize programs 

lover 41,7K (9K for 16K machines) ca 
ie copied. PLUS FREE Header 

Reader program. 
Despatched by firt class return of 

post 
Send cheque/ PO for £4.98 

MEDSOFT 
61 Ardeen Road, Doncaster, 

South Yorks DN2 SER. 
IT. CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

BACK-UP 
TAPE COPIERS 

connovone 6445 95 
cz 6595 
Ba 595 

TAPE TO DISK’ ‘UTIL 

TuECTRON £5.93 
RAN 6395 
SrecrmOn 65.95. 

EVESHAM MICRO CENTRE ‘ge St, Evesham, Worcestershire 
seu ner rn ores ne, 

@ COPYMATE 64 @ 
A back-up utility for COMMODORE 
64, Will make security copies of most 
‘cassette based software. Supplied on a 
{quality cassette with full instructions. 
Send £4.75 to 
HORIZON SOFTWARE, 
15 Bamburg Close, Corby, 

Northants NN18 9PA. 

VIC-20 JOLLY ROGER 

Copies almost ALL cassette 

MORROW COMPUTING 
69 WEMBOROUGH ROAD 
STANMORE, MIDDX. 

TI-99/4A OWNERS 
Create your own TV and Video 

titles and dates 
ONLY £4.50 (cassette) 

Send SAE (20p stamp) with order to: 
TAO SOFTWARE, 5S 

ASTLEY, MANCHE 

TREASURE ISLAND SOFTWARE 
IS PROUD TO HOIST 
THE JOLLY ROGER 

DISK COPIER FOR THE 
COMMODORE 64 

Copies all disk software we've come 
ONLY £24.95 — les 

average price of an A. 

Also TAPE COPIER 
copies most cassette software for 

only £2,951! 

han the 
rican disk 

Send to: 
TREASURE ISLAND SOFTWARE 

DEPT. HCWI, 27 SILVERSTON.WAY 
STANMORE, MIDDLESEX HAT 4118 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE? 

SCAN OUR 
SERVICE/REPAIR 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 
———— 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 

THE EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 
Large S.A 

52A Bromham Road, 
Bedford 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS. 

TI-99/4A MATHS for 6-12 years. 
Extended BASIC (Optional speech) READING BERKSHIRE ROB 8B) 
£3.95 Tapefile 2 (address book) 
Extended BASIC £3.95. Both for 
£6.50. Carlynsoft, 
Fleet, Hants. 

TI-99/4A and ORIC 1 
For 6-11 year baa 

Muti-Maths (OrierT1 BASIC) Freese Ti Ext: BASIC) Word Usage (11 BASIC) 
Traimagram 11 BASIC) 

"Mal One ny. 
ORITEX 

‘church House Cottage, Medstead, alton, Hants 

ISS Albert St, 

Trinity Hil, 

SOFTWARE ] 
Texas TI-99/4A cassettes: 1. “At 
lamis Invaded"* — underwater ad 
venture: 2. ““Depth Charge Attack 

— battleship hunts submarine: 3. 
‘Caterpillar Crunch’? — eat or be 

eaten: 4. “Fighter Pilot” — aim 
your gunsight. Prices 95 any 
two programs: £5.95 any three 
£6.95 all four. Send cheque or P.O. 
to P. M. Williams, 1 New Road 
Melbourne, Royston, Herts 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
HUGE DISCOUNTS off most computers 
Soren KRE 

COMMODORE 6 

Dromeda Software. Quality games 
for TI-99/4A. S.A.E. for details 
56 Wells Street, Haslingden, Lanca 
shire BBA SLS. 

TEXAS 

GUARANTEED 

QUALITY SOFTWARE 

Low’cost 

DISCOUNTS 

FREE DEuivery 

SEND SAE FOR LIST 
AND FULL DETAILS TO: 

MICRO-BYTE SOFTWARE 
17 SAINT MARY'S AVENUE, PURLEY, 

TI-99/4A 
STAINLESS SOFTWARE has a 
large catalogue of good quality 
programs for the TI-99/4A, 
with over 80 programs! 
For a copy, please send a large 
SAE to 
Dept. HCW, 10 Alstone Road. 
‘Stockport, Cheshire SK4 5AH 

(MAIL ORDER ONLY) 

ihe Educational Consultants 
"ass your GCE O Level and CSE with 

£6.90 the pair. Save £1. Av 
APA, (DEPT HCW) 2 Dodds 

Crescent, West Byfleet, Surrey i714 6RT. 
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TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
Any three fantastic games for only 

£5. 35 titles 10 choose from 
For full list S.A.B. to 

BINBROOK SOFTWARE, 
88 Cotterdale, Sutton Park, 

Hull HU7 4AE 

LLAMASOFT!! 
awesome games 

software 

vic 20 
cBM 64 
ATARI 

SPECTRUM 

MANY RETAILERS, OM FROM 
49 MT. PLEASANT, 
TADLEY, HANTS. 

TEL: 07356 4478 

OVER 1000. 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMES 
for the ATARI 800, GOOXL, 
VCS2600, BBC, CBS, CBM64, 
CBM VIC20, INTELLIVISION, 

‘ORIC, SHARP M2700, 
SPECTRUM & VECTREX. 
pute Aso Sank C13 tape ip 

Bunk SSS, $.25"daks £1.91 Free os ELECTRONIC FACILITIES 8 HIGH ST, SANDY, BEDS SG19 1G 

ITS HERE!! 
VALHALLA 64 £11.65 
(Legend) 
SIREN CITY 64 £6.00 
ntersepton) 
CHINESE JUGGLER (Fi Sin) £6.00 

SOLO FLIGHT (Fi Sin) £12.50 
(lcropeos) 
TEXTPRO(W.proc.) £12.50 
DATAPRO (database) £12.50 

by Centresoftware for 
Commodore 64 

Offers apply till end of 
April 1984 

Cheques /P.0.’s to: 
LA MER SOFTWARE AVON 
BS23 1JU TEL. 0934 26339 

(for your computer needs 
between 10-6pm) 

MORE THA) 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

At huge discounts for 
Spectrum, CBM 64, Dragon, 
VIC-20, ‘tari 400/600/800 

and BBC 
Send S.A.B, for free list 

stating which computer to 
WHITE ROSE ENTERTAINMENT 
25 CHURCH ST, MEXBOROUGH, 

S.YORKS 

pala tetany Wee 

torknow, Leyal Practical Aspects, Advert 

Order Nom Send £3.99 to Book Bog (RW), 15b Kingowood Road, Prestwich 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
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SPECTRUM 
JET SET WILLY COMMODORE 64 
FIGHTER PILOT SPACE PILOT £6.35 
BLUE THUNDER MANIC MINER £6.35 
ATIC ATAC ZYLOGON ss 
TRASHMAN £4.75 | HARRIER ATTACK £5.55 
JET PAC £4.40 

BBC ALL MACHINES, 
FORTRESS £6.35 | HUNCHBACK £5.50 
ZALAGA £5.55 | HOBBIT £11.30 
74] FLIGHT SIMULATOR £7.15 

S.A.E, for lists stating machine. 
Make cheques/P.O.’s payable to:— 

“JOSOFT MAIL ORDER”, 21, MEDORA ROAD, 
ROMFORD, ES: RM7 7EP 

AMAZING SOFTWARE BARGAINS 

All prices include postage and packing 
LOADE ENTERPRISES, 

Shropshire TF10 7E 

SPECTRUM CBM 64 
Fighter Pot 1S Manic Miner zis 1s 
Skull his St tis 2s Kong 48K Gs Sos 635 
At Attack 635 Guihe 895 
Mr Wimpey $93 Hesper 7s 
Death Chase 6.2 Hunchback 60 as 
Ate Atach 298 MeWimpey 20 43s 
Hunchback $38 Falcon Pattot eos se 
3D Excape $338 Fabulow Wanda 7.18 = 
Knot in 3D 8135 Aargh Con 71s 2 

SPECIAL OFFERS: GAMES FOR TEXAS 
TRELIGHT (Basic) $.7S GOLD MINER (Basic) 4.40. KINGTUT'S TOMB. 

TEXAS TEXAS 
Bartesar Atack 
es.) 6.98 Blasteroids (Ex.B)$.95- Star Gate(Rom) 19:99 

Hop (Ex. {6.98 Daddies Hot Rod(®) $98 Donkey Kong (Rom) 24.99 
Hunchback Havoe(B) $:95  Roberpods (B) 7114 Dig Dug (Rom) 2499 

‘0 Ensemble, 
|. Tel No. (0952) 813667 or 814292 

For ful is please send S.ALE. 
5 Upper Bar, Newport, 

BBC/Electron util 
copies 99% 

jes: ‘Clone 2 
pe software. ‘Biscom’ 

upgrades most Acornsoft/Program 
Power much other) games 
software to disk. £3.95 (tape) and 
£4.95 (disc) from “Timescape’, 38 
Wooburn Green, Bucks HP10 0ET 

ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SEE 
YOUR BUSINESS 
GROW. PHONE 
NOW FOR 

DETAILS ON 
01-437 0699 
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T1-99/4A Yahtzee free. Details only 
when you join nationwide group 
S.A.E. Ti-Users, 40 Barrhill, 
Brighton BNI SUF 

Cash waiting for your programs 
plus the best royalties anywhere. 
Software for all popular home 
computers wanted for young 
progressive software house. Replies 
by return of post. Send your tapes 
for evaluation now. To: Dept Hl, 
Valley Software, Mount Close, 40 
Manor Ave, Caterham, Surrey 

* URGENT x 
Top Spectrum software needed! 
Urgently for UK distribution. Good| 
royalties or cash paid for quality 
games, utilities and educational 
Programs. Send tape with large| 

SAE. to Gamma Software, 
18 Milverton Road, London NWS 

CLASSIFIED — RING 
01-437 0699 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 10 April 1984 

Introduction to Assembly Language for the 
TI Home Computer. 

This introductory text offers step by step instruction in get 
started with the powerful TMS9900 Assembly langua 
to read tutorial presenting simple to follow progressive steps {rom 
assembly language basics 10 the design and coding. of ‘useful 
programs and routines. Comparisons to TI Basic statements help 
teach you TMS9900 assembly by building on. your Basic 
programming skills. Sample programs that can be entered via the 
Editor/ Assembler or the Mini-Memory are included and explained 
in detail. Charts tables and diagrams ad you in understanding and 
are useful for future reference. Price £16.95 inclusive of p&p. 

Orders to: Arcade Hardware, 211 Horton Road, Manchester, 
MI4 7QE enclosing cheque or postal order made out to 
Arcade Hardware. 
Access orders can be telephoned to 061 225 2248. 

Oric 1 and Oric Atmos 

3D BATTLE STAR DEFENCE 
“I challenge you to defy my superiority 

in the universe”’ 
MISSION: Take your new X17 Starfighter, defend yourself 
from attacking forces. SHOOT ON SIGHT! 
*100% machine code makes this game, fast, exciting, 
(includes special effects otherwise impossible to imitate). 
FEATURES: Full sound & colour, adjustable volume and skill 
levels, full high score table, user definable control keys 
(suitable for joysticks). One or two play option + lots more. 

ONLY £6.50 
Available now for any ORIC 1 or Atmos. 

immediate delivery. 
FREE Postage & Packaging. 

TOPAZ SOFTWARE, 49 Red Hill, 
Kiveton Park, Sheffield S31 80A LORIC} 

Its easy to 
complain about 
advertisements. 
But which ones? 

Every week millions of advertisements 
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. 

Most of them comply with the rules 
contained in the British Code of Advertising 
Practice. 

But some of them break the rules and 
warrant your complaints. 

If you're not sure about which ones they 
are, however, drop us a line and we'll send you 
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code. 

Then, if an advertisement bothers 
you, you'll be justified in bothering us. | 

The Advertising Standards Authority. 
If an advertisement is wrong,were here to put it right. 

ASA Ltd. Dept 2 Brook Hi wdon WC1E THN 

pace is donated in the int 



THE NAME IN VIDEO GAMES 

Following the Thousand year war 

with the Alien Demolators the last remnants of the human race 

} are being transported across the galaxy in cryogenic 

™ suspension aboard the B.S. Quinn (Battle Star). 

See, The Demolators however have invaded the cargo 

.. bay and it is your job to destroy the Demolators 

” =. and to protect the human cargo. All you have 

to defend Humanity with is Xeno 

(popularly named pasg “the Phobe”) the 

a ultimate £ Robot. You can control 

_- B "7. his gig) movements on two planes 

i . » and fire an ultrasonic 

¥Y Cannon to defend humanity with. 

(ie ee 



We've done it again! 4 

You thought The King was 
great? Wait 'til you see this!! 
Outstanding high resolution 
graphics, tremendous sound 
make this “Medieval” type game 
a must for your software collect 

£9-:95 
ON CASSETTE 
Mail Order Sales from 
Microdeal Mail Order 
41 Truro Rad, St. Austell 
Cornwall PL25 5JE 

\ 
Ss FOR THE 

Eragon 

As you fly from 
_ cloud to cloud 
you will enjoy sky 
high excitement 

dealing with the challenges 
pipsented to by tom by this superb 

dal Software. 

Dealers Contact MICRODEAL 
DISTRIBUTION 

0726-3456 
(Exclusive Distributors) 

Selected Tom Mix Titles available 
from computers dealers nationwide 

‘or from larger branches of — 
Credit Card Sales 

EQ & Phone 0726 3456 


